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CHAPTER 1
GOALS OF THE INFUSION
STAFF DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

-

Infusing Critical and Creative Thinking
into Content Instruction (ICCT), a lesson
design program, demonstrates how we can
blend the teaching of speafic thinking skiils
and processes with effective content instruction. This is accomplished through
lessons which involve:
engaging students in explicit organized thinking about a topic in the
regular cumculum,
facilitating their reflective understanding of such skilful thinking,
giving students additional practice in
deliberately using this kind of think
ing so that they engage in it when
appropriate without prompting.
Because standard text books do not
commonly offer lessons for expliat instruction in thinking skills and processes, teachers must restructure their lessons to accomplish the goals of infusion.
ICCT emphasizes a broad spectrum of
thinking skills and processes that are important across the curriculum. The thinking
skills fall into the three main categories of
thinking: understanding and retaining
ideas, generating original ideas, and
assessing the reasonableness of ideas. The
more complex, specialized processes emphasized in ICCT are decision making and
problem solving. When we engage in these
processes thoughtfully they blend these
three types of thinking.
Not all instructional projects that use
the term "infusion"promote instruction in
the same range of thjlking skills and processes or instruction that involves the same
components of lesson design. For example,
some programs that promote teaching
01996. The National Center for Teaching Th~nking

thinking in the content areas emphasize
only a small range of skills, such as skiils of
understanding and retention. Typically,
such programs do not teach students how
to generate original ideas (clreative thinking) or to assess their reasonableness (aitical thinking).
Similarly, some projects that promote
teaching thinking in the content areas
primarily stress the use of insiructional
methods like asking "higher order questions". While using these methods encourage students' thought, they typically do not
teach students reflective ways to reorganize
their thinking. Such approaches give little
or no attention to key components of infusion lessons: teaching
- thinking- skills and
processes directly, engaging students in
metacognitive reflection, and teaching
directly for the transfer of thinking skills to
a wide range of appropriate contexts.
Because infusion requires restructuring
content area lessons, infusion training is
staff-development intensive. This does not
mean, however, that teachers are trained to
teach pre-existent lessons from a readymade packet of materials. Rather, teachers
learn how to design infused lessons themselves and to teach them to their students.
Staff-development projects which have
infusion as their goal utilize a basic structure to achieve this goal: A combination of
group workshops and individualized
coaching sessions. Within this structure,
trainers have considerable latihde in
scheduling and organizing in-service sessions. The six sub-goals of infusion staffdevelopment projects provide that each
participant shall:

STAFF DEVELOPMENT MANUAL
understand what skiilfd thinklng
involves
understand strategies that can be used
to teach thinking skills and processes in
the content areas
gain facility in using the skiils that are
being taught
identify a range of appropriate contexts
in what they teach for lessons infusing
these thinking skills and processes.
develop infused lessons in their in
structional areas
use appropriate instructional strategies
in the classroom to promote skillful
thinking
Understanding what skillful h k i n g
involves means that participants have a
clear understanding of the three domains of
thinking (understanding, creative thinking, and aitical thinking), as well as the
two complex processes in which these
forms of thinking manifest themselves
(decision making and problem solving).
They should be able to identify the various
core skills and attitudes in these domains
and know what makes each kind of thinking skillful.
Key strategies for teaching these sMls in
the content areas involve the use of verbal
and graphic organizers, types of
metacogutive questions that prompt students' reflection on their thinking, and
supplementary examples for both near and
far transfer so that students can gain more
practice leading to their internalizing the
thinking skills being taught. Additional
effective and well researched classroom
strategies, like collaborative learning, are
used in infused lessons. In ICCT these
strategies are woven together into an inte-
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grated instructional plan for the teaching of
thinking in the content areas, blending
content instruction with the teaching oi
thinking to yield both improvements in
thinking and enhanced content learning.
Participants in infusion projects gain
facility in their own thinking skills through
guided reflection about the way they think
in their own lives or professional work.
Teachers' practice of good thinking enhances teaching good thinking to students.
As participants are introduced to individual thinking skills taught in ICCT, they
locate contexts in their own teaching in
which these skills can be infused. Context
suggestions generated by all of the participants in an infusion project are made available to each teacher.
Through coaching in lesson design and
supervised classroom instruction that
partidpants in i h s i o n training gain faality in designing and teaching infused lessons. The main goal of ICCT is that it
become "second nature" for teachers to
teach thinking in the content areas.
It is the role of the trainer to provide +e
support necessav to help teachers involved
in infusion projects achieve these goals.
The lesson design handbooks for elementary and seco~daryteachers (Infusing
Critical and Creative Thinking into Content
Instruction) contain a basic set of materials
to be used in the kinds of staff development
projects we describe in this manual. The
primary purpose of this manual is to furnish strategies, additional materials, and
suggestions to assist trainers as they set up
and conduct such staff development progTams.
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CHAPTER 2
TYPES OF STAFF DEVELOPMENT TRAINING
PROGRAMS FOR INFUSION PROJECTS
Scope, Duration, and Goals
Infusion traimng requires lon,--term
staff development. This, in turn, involves
group workshops and supervised practice.
Short-term presentations and workshops
are, at best, introductory awareness sessions about infusion and are no substitute
for sustained training.
Depending on the number of skills and
processes covered, effective staff-development projects in infusion range from one to
five years. The in-service plan endorsed
and practiced for use with ICCT is organized into modules. All of the basic compcnents of an infusion lesson are emphasized
in each module. Modules differ in the skills
or processes that are the focus of training.
The most demonstration- and trainingintensive module is the introductory one.
Each module involves a combination of
group workshops and individualized
coaching sessions about lesson-design/
ciassroom practice. Each module includes:

from 5 to 35 participants
individualized coaching sessions for

The goals of the group workshops are to
help participants achieve:
an understanding of the thinking
skills or processes they will be teaching
an understanding of the instructional
strategies they will be using
increased effective personal use of the
thinking skills and processes that
they will be tnachiia their students
01996, The National
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location of contexts for i n h i o n
The goals of the individualized coaching sessions are to help teachers practice:
designing infused lessons
teaching infused lessons
Typically, at least two weeks should
elapse between the group workshops and
the individualized coaching sessions.

-

Structure of Group Workshops
Each segment of a group workshops
indudes a demonstration lesson on a speafic form of skillful thinking in a curricular
context to show how instruction in that
skill can be infused. Prior to the lesson
there should be some discussion of the
thinking skill and why it is important to
teach it. In addition, the lesson demonstration also emphasizes the use of key strategies in designing and teaching infused
lessons. Hence, each skill segment in the
group workshops includes:
Discussion of the skill being taught
A lesson demonstration in which instruction in the skill is infused into
instruction in some selected topic in
one of the content areas
Discussion of one or more lesson
design feature and/or instructional
strategy for teaching the skill
Partiapants should be given written
copies of the lesson demonstrated together
with any graphic organizers used filled in
with student responses.
In addition, at least two other lessons at
different grade levels and in different
subject areas should be described, but not
demonstrated. Finally, partidpants should
be given the opportunity to apply the ideas
intioductd by locating contexts in the
4
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curriculum in which similar lessons can be
developed. It is desirable to assign partiapants into 'Tob alike" groupings when they
do this.
Each of these workshop segment should
be conducted using visuals (e.g. transparencies) and handouts (e.g. blank graphic
organizers that participants work with).
They should also be structured so that
partiapants work together in small collaborative learning groups and then share their
results with the whole group. Support
materials for use in the workshops (handouts, transparency masters, etc.) are included in this manual.
Here are two sample schedules d e s a i b
ing workshop segments on different thinking skills/processes. The first one is an
opening segment of an infusion staff development project. The second is one of the
subsequent segments.
Introduction:
What kinds of thinking are important to teach? Is teaching thinking for
all students? Are its results demonstrable? How does infusion contrast
with other approaches to teaching
thinking?
Lesson Demonstratiolx
Lesson on deasion making: ( E. g.,
Truman's Decision to Bomb
Hiroshima, Alternative Energy
Sources, Mr. Arable and the Runt Pig
from Charlotte's Web)
Commentary:
Teaching thinking explicitly in the
content areas
Using verbal and gaphic organizers
in infused lessons
Additional lesson examples on the
same thinking process
Group Work:
Finding contexts in your teaching for
similar lessons

01996. The
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Introduction:
Adapting infusion techniques for
speaal populations
Lesson Demonstration:
Lesson on causal emlanation (E.g.,
Henny Penny)
Commentary
Strategies for metaco,snition
Additional lesson examples on the
same thinking skill
Group Work
Finding contexts in your teaching for
similar lessons
Notice how the lesson demonstration in
these workshop se,pents serves a double
purpose. It demonstrates how a thinking
process (skillful deasion making) or thinking skill (skillful causal explanation) can be
infused into a specific curricular context. In
addition, it illustrates how one of the basic
lesson-design strategies for infusion lessons
functions. In the case of the decision making demonstration, this is the use of
prompting questions and a graphic organizer to guide an expliat thinking activity.
In the case of causal explanation, it is the
use of strategies to prompt students' thinking ibout their own thinking. These strategies are then elaborated in the lesson commentary.
The additional lesson examples on the
same skill that you describe after the commentary should be chosen to meet the
needs and interests the partiapants. In
general, try for~asbroad a spread across the
curriculum as you can for a K - 12 audience.
This approach can be adapted for more
speaalized audiences (e.g. an audience of K
- 12 saence teachers). Comments and
displays from a teacher who has actually
developed his or her on infusion lessons on
the same skill can enrich this part of the
workshop presentation.
If at all possible, teachers should have
an opportunity to use time during the
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workshop to actually begin to design an
infused lesson. For example, each partidpants could take one lesson idea and develop one or two of the core activities in the
lesson in some detail (e.g. the lesson introduction and the main critical thinking
activity). This, too, is best accomplished in
small collaborative learning groups. Lesson
design organizers and support materials
are included in Chapter 4.
A modified version of a workshop
s e m e n t can be used for awareness presen9
tahons at conferences, preliminary faculty
meetings, etc. These presentations usually
involve one or two lesson demonstrations
that illustrate key points about infusion.
The minimurn amount of time we have
found effective for such sessions is 1 1/4
hours. It is important that audiences at such
sessions know that these are awareness
presentations only; they are no substitutes
for lesson-design workshops.
Implementation Training
After the group workshops are completed, partidpants should be asked to
design lessons in their own fields and grade
levels on one or two of the skills demonstrated in the workshops. Teachers should
select lessons which can be taught during a
period of two or three weeks after the
workshops. A simple lesson-design form is
p r o ~ i d e din Chapter 6.
There are two goals of implementation
training:
Each partidpant has one well-crafted
infused lesson on each skill covered
in the workshops
Each partidpant teaches the infused
lessons that has been designed using
strategies introduced in the workshops.
Implementation sessions for lesson
design are usually conducted on a one-toone basis or with pairs of teachers. Participants should produce a written lesson
design for each of the skills being considered. Coaches then work with the pa;tici01996, The
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pants to refine lessons. Usually a one-half
hour discussion is suffiaent. Trainers can
meet with 10-12 teachers during the same
school day. A substitute teacher should be
provided while trainers meet with these
teachers.
Whenever possible, coaches should also
observe infusion lessons in the classroom
and debrief with a teacher after the lesson
has been conducted. If direct classroom
observation is not possible, videotaping of
the lesson can provide a rich basis for
debriefing. In this case, the teacher should
be asked to keep a log for debriefing purposes.
Coaching sessions of these sorts should
be repeated until lessons on all of the skills
covered in the workshops have been developed and taught.
During the coaching process, trainers
should practice questioning strategies that
focus on how the key ingredients in the
lesson are structured and how they are
interwoven with the content. Suggestions
can be made about how to enhance the
design of the lessons. In ICCT staff-development programs four key points are
examined in discussing each lesson:
active involvement in the thinking
process
explicit instruction in the skill
metacognitive strategies
transfer.
Some schools with infusion projects
phase out out-of-district consultants as
implementation coaches during or after the
f i s t year, replaang them with a system of
peer coaching. In this case coaches from the
district serve as apprentices during the
initial stages of the project and then, when
certified by the consultant, take over the
coaching directly.
Scheduling and Maintenance
Teachers have little extra time to devote
to restructuring lessons even in schools that
procide lesson-development and design

-
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time during the school day, Infusion
projects commody include two modules of
training per year, one in the fall and winter,
the second in the winter and spring. (h
many cases, only one module per academic
year may be all a school or school district
can sustain.) This means that three to six
thinking skills or processes per year is a
reasonable goal of standard infusion training programs. Repeating this process for
one to four additional years will provide
teachers in a school or school district with a
repertoire of well-aafted i d - s e d lessons
that can be used in subsequent years.
Depending on the number of trainers
available to work in a school or district and
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the financial support available for the
partidpants (substitutes, etc.), large nurnbers of teachers can be involved in these
projects at the same time. It is our recornmendation that, in projects in which a
number of trainers are working together,
the trainers should focus on the same skills
at the same time sa that coilaboration
between training groups can occur.
After each module is completed, the
district may assemble a collection of infused lessons. This resource book provides
a record of the results of the training and
examples for other teachers to use as rnodels for the development of similar lessons
(e.g. new teachers entering the district).
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LESSON DESIGN MODULE FOR STAFF
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS ON INFUSION
Group Workshop
Group sessions led by
certified presenter on infusing up to
four specific skills into content instruction

Participants design lessons on the skills
introduced
in the group workshop

Onelone session
between coach and participants on the
design of their lessons

Instruction
Participants teach their lessons
with optional observation by
coachlpeers, or video taping

Participants debrief with peers or coach

01996, The National Cenler for Teaching Thinking
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infusing Critical and Creative Thinking
into Content Instruction:
A Lesson Design Workshop
Module One
SESSION I: Three Hours
WHAT IS AN INFUSION LESSONS?
Introduction:
What kinds of thinking are important to teach? Is teaching thinking for all
students? Are its results demonstcable? How does infusion contrast with
other approaches to teaching thinking?
Lesson Demonstration:
Lesson on decision making
Commentary:
Teaching thinking explicitly in the content areas.
Three key components ofinfused a i t i c d thinking lessons: Expliat
organized thinking, metacognition, and teaching for transfer
Additional Lesson Examples on the Same W i n g Process
Group Activity.
Find contexts in your teaching for similar lessons.

SESSION 11: Three Hours
HOW INFUSION LESSONS TEACH THINKING AND ENHANCE CONTENT
LEARNING
Introduction:
Teaching ihnking skills as well as complex processes.Teaching for thinking
and the teaching of thinking, in content area instruction.
Lesson Demonstration:
Leson on comparing and contrastins
Commentary:
Using special methods to enhance thinking.
Structured questioning to prompt organized thinking.
Using verbal and graphic organizers in infused lessons.
Additional Lesson Examples on the Same Thinking Skill
Graup Activity:
Find contexts in your teaching for similar lessons
Choose one of your decision making or comparing and contrasting lesson
contexts and sketch some ideas about how you might develop i t into a full
infusion lesson
IMPLEMENTATION ASSIGNMENT: Over the next three weeks
TEACHING INFUSION LESSONS
Design and teach two infused critical thinking iessons, one on decision
. making and the other on comparing and-contrasting.
01996, The National Center for Teaching Thiriking
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Module Two
SESSION I: Three Hours
VARIATIONS ON THE DIRECT TEACHING OF THINKING SKILLS
Introduction:
Critical thinking as assessing the reasonableness of ideas in order
to make well-founded pdgrnents. Teaching to make good thinking
stick with students.
Lesson Demonstration:
Lesson on determining the reliability of a source of information
Commentary:
Direct and inductive strategies in infused critical thinking lessons.
Strategies to promote metacognition.
Additional lesson examples on the same skill.
Group Activity:
Find contexts in your teaching for similar lessons.

SESSION 11: Three Hours
TEACHING THINKING SKILLS ACROSS THE CURRICULUM
Introduction:
Critical thinking skills of inference. The need to reinforce instruction
in specific thinking skills across the curriculum.
Lesson demonstrations:
Lessons on predictins conseouences and on causal explanation
Commentary
Choosing good content topics for the robust infusion of critical
thinking aaoss the curriculum.
Types of transfer and reinforcement activities.
Additional lesson examples on the same skilL
Group Activity:
Find contexts in your teaching for similar lessons.
Choose one of your reliability of sources, causal explanation, or
prediction lesson contexts and sketch some ideas about how you
might develop it into a full infusion lesson

IMPLEMENTATION ASSIGNMENT: Over the next three weeks
TEACHING INFUSION LESSONS
Design and teach two infusion lessons, one on determining the reliability
of a source, the other on either causal explanation or prediction:

01996, The
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Chapter 3

Building an Understanding of Skillful Thinking
What to Communicate to Teachers about
Thinking
Strictly speakins, infusion, as a technique for teaching ~~g
in the content
areas, is not limited to any speaiic set of
thinking skills and / or thinking processes.
Whatever kind of thinking is important in a
given context can be infused. However,
ICCT recommends that a whole range of
core skills should be addressed across
disciplines and across grade levels in K - 12
and college instruction.These include the
three basic thinking domains (understanding and retention, creative thinking, and
aihcal thinking) and two domains of irnportant complex thinking processes (decision making and problem solving).
ICCT goes beyond simply asking students to do certain kinds of tbinking (like
decision making). When h s is a 1 that is
asked such thinking may occur in incornpIete or uninformed ways. ICCF promotes
tlunking systematically and skiilfully. This
involves knowing what we should attend
to in our thinking, how carefully we should
consider it, and what standards we use in
making critical judgments. "Thhhng
maps" for structured questioning and
specialized graphic organizers display
these aspects of skillfulness in thinking.
In training teachers in ICCT it is therefore necessary to communicate two things:
the dornah of thinking skills and
processes to be infused into lessons
what makes these forms of thinking
skillful.
Display and discussion of the diagram
representing the map of the Thinking
Domain" darifies the thinking skills and
processes addressed in ICCT. Cornmunica ting what makes these forms af thinking
Gt996. The
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skillhi1 can best be accomplished by demonstrating lessons which infuse each of
these skills and processes. During such
demonstrations the correspondrng thinking
maps can i
x displayed and explained.
How to Communicate About Thinking
and What Makes it Skillful
Generally, teachers involved in infusion

projects must understand certain basic
ideas about thinking in order to be effective
in developing and teaching infused lessons.
In ICCT staff development programs these
ideas are communicated in three basic
ways: through direct presentations at
group workshops, supplemented by various graphic transparencies and handouts;
through active demonstrations at these
workshops; and through supplemental
reading material contained in their packets.
Transparency masters that can be used
in direct workshop presentations are induded in tkis chapter: ('1) the domain of
thinking and (2) some important skills of
wmd thinking, (3) various thinking maps,
d
and (4) various graphic organizers.
Also included is a transparency master
with five quotations culled from the media.
Statements like these can be used in an
active demonstration to engage participants
in various forms of thinking which the
trainer helps the participants categorize.
Partidpants are shown the quotations, told
what they are, and asked to identify what
questions would they raise in order to
decide whether to accept,them. Typicallv,
responses fall into four categories: questions of clarification, of source, about what
evidence supports these claims, and, finally, whether and why the information is
important. ~ h & are
e then identified as the
11
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types of questions good thinkers ask. Answering these questions well requires
skillful thinking that falls into the basic
categories of thinking outlined on the map
of the thinking domain.
A second activity puts workshop partiapants in the position of reflecting on the
way they engage in the types of thinking
taught in ICCT and articulating what
makes this kind of thinking skillful. For
example, participants can be asked to
identify examples in which they engage in
a certain type of thinking (e.g. decision
making) which didn't turn out well. They
are then asked to discuss with their neighbor what went wrong and what they could
do to improve their thinking. Pooling the
results and organizing it yields a "map" of
better thinking of that sort.
This activity provides an example of
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how a group can develop a map of the
skillfulness of a type of thinking. This
manual includes transparency masters of
maps of various kinds of thinking (e.g.
decision making). These can be compared
to what the participants come up with, or
used to summarize their results.
These activities can be presented in
workshops to serve double duty: they build
teachers' awareness of what the thinking
domain involves, and they model activities
that can be done in classrooms with students.
Reading material about thinking is
contained in the lesson design handbook.
Each section on a different thinking skill or
thinking process starts with a discussion of
why it is important to engage in the type of
thinking discussed skillfully and what is
involved in so doing.
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Three Types of Important
Thinking Skills

I Generating Ideas

II Clarifying Ideas

1. Alternative Possibilities

1.Analyzing Ideas

A. Multipliaty of Ideas

A. Comparing/Contrasting
B. Classification/Defiition

B. Varied Ideas
C. New Ideas
D. Detailed Ideas

C. Parts/Whole Relationship
D. Sequenang

2. Analyzing Arguments

2. Combining Ideas
A. Analogy/Metaphor

A. Finding Condusions/Reasons
B. Uncovering Assumptions

III Assessing the Reasonableness of Ideas
1.Support of Basic Information
A. Determining Accurate Observation
B. Determining Reliable Secondary Sources

2. Inference
A. Use of Evidence
1. Causal Explanation
2.Prediction
3. Generaiizahon
1.Reasoning by Analogy
B. Deduction
1. Conditional Reasoning (If...then...)

Two Types of Important
Thin king Processes
..
:. .,
: 8

1. Decision Making
2. Problem Solving

.; l ,
iI

:l

i
. ..
/

j

I

: ,
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SKILLFUL DECISION MAKING
1. What makes a decision necessary?

2. What are my options?
3. What information is there about the

consequences of each option?
4. How important are the consequences?
5. Which option is the best in the liglit of
the consequences?
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What will happen?
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COMPARE AND CONTRAST
1. How are they similar?

2. How are they different?

3. What similarities and differences seem
significant?
4. What categories or patterns do you

see in the significant similarities and
differences?
5. What interpretation or conclusion is
suggested by the significant
similarities and differences?

01996, The National Center for Teaching Thinking
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and contrast?
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2. What similarities fall into these categories?
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3. What differences fall.into these categories?
4. What patterns of similarities and differences
are revealed?
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5. What conclusion or interpretation is
suggested by the comparison and contrast
that is significant to its purpose?
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IN THIS ACTIVITY:
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SKILLFUL CAUSAL EXPLANATION
1. What are possible causes of the event
in question?

2. What could you find that would count for or
against the likelihood of these possibilities?

3. What evidence do you already have, or have
you gathered, that is relevant to determining
what caused the event?

4. Which possibility is rendered most likely based
on the evidence?

Q1996, The National Center for Teaching Thinking
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SKILLFUL PREDICTION
1. What things might happen as the result of a
particular event or general condition?

2. What sort of evidence could you get now that
would make these possibilities likely or
unlikely: e.g., from past experience or from.
reliable sources?

.

- *

3. What evidence do you have that is relevant to
the likelihood of what will happen?
4. How likely are these possibilities based on

this evidence?

.
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EVALUATING THE SIGNIFICANCE
AND LIKELIHOOD OF THE
CONSEQUENCES OF OPTIONS

1. What consequences might result
from a specific decision?
2. Does each consequence
a, count for or against the decision?
b. rank as important?

3. How likely is.the consequence?
a. Is there evidence that counts for
or against the likelihood of the
consequence?
d. Based on all the evidence, is
the consequence Iikely, unlikely,
or is its likelihood uncertain?

4. Is the decision advisable in light
of the significance and likelihood
of the consequences?
I
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EVALUATING THE RELIABILITY
OF SOURCES SKILLFULLY
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considered?
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2. List the factors present that are relevant to
the reliability of the source in the following

categories:
Published?
Date?
Reputation of publication?
Kind of publication (e.g. report, fiction)?
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Expertise?
Bias or distorting point of view?
Special interest?
Primary or secondary?
If secondary, the reliability of any other
sources the information is derived from?
If primary, other relevant factors,
e.g. equipment used?
Corroborationlconfirmaton?
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5 3. Weigh the factors present and make a judgment
1 of reliabjljty based on them.
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RELlABLlTY OF SOURCES
1. To find out whether a source is reliable,
ask whether the source:

Knows the subject?
Found out from someone e k e who is
reliable?
Found out by careful investigation?
Has a reason for wanting you to believe
him or her?
Is known and trusted by others?

1I
l

~.
..

..

.
,

2. Also ask whether anyone else thinks the
same thing.

3
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For use in the primary grades.
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OF AN OBSERVATION
1. Which of the following features of the observer,
observation, and report are present in this case?

Usual reliability
Free of bias?
State of mind?
Physical ability to observe (eyesight, etc.)?
Capacity to observe (proximity, direction, free
of distraction)?
Expectations/point of view

Vested interest in having audience believe report?
Conduct of the Observation

How operated?
Date and location?

How soon after observation?
Details (drawings, photographs,graphs)?
~anguageand findings expressed objectively?

Corroboration:

2. When you weigh these factors how reliable would you judge
the observation to be?
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A SOLIRCE OF INFORMATION
QUESTIONS

TYPES O F QUESTlONS
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THINKING ABOUT THINKING
SKILLFULLY
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2. How did you do the thinking?
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3. Was that an effective way to do this
thinking? Why or why not? If not, what
can you do to improve this way of
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4.

How will you do this kind of thinking
next time it is needed?
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DIRECTlONS PROMPTED YOU TO
ENGAGE IN THIS THINKING IN THE

HOW DID YOU CARRY OUT THIS
THINKING? (What steps did you go
through in your thinking as you
did the lesson?)

OTHER WAYS YOU MIGHT HAVE
THOUGHT ABOUT THE ISSUES IN
THE LESSON? WHICH DO YOU
PR€ FER AND WHY?

~d

WOULD YOU-PLAN
DO IT?
PICK A SPECIFIC EXAMPLE AND
DESCRlBE WHAT YOU WOULD
THINK ABOUT IN SOME DETAIL.

t

i
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METACOGNlTlVE QUESTIONS
AWARE METACOGNITION (Naming thinking)
What is another name tor the thinking
What was the thinking skill or
skill or process that you used in this lesson?
process that you used in this lesson?

r

STRATEGIC METACOGN~T~ON
(Using the thinking strategy)
How did using t h e graphic organizer
How did you carry out this thinking?
help you do this type of thinking?
(What steps did you go through in your
How did discussing your ideas with your
thinking as you did the lesson?)
partner
of group help you do this type of
What questions or directions prompted
you to engage in this thinking in the lesson? thinking?
HOWdid writing out your ideas help you
How did using the verbal map help you do
do
this
type of thinking?
this type of thinking?
Draw another diagram that shows this
kind of thinking?

REFLECTIVE METACOGNfTION
(Evaluating, comparing, and planning thinking)
Evaluative Metacognition
Comparative Metacognition
When this kind of thinking didn't work
Describe how this way of thinking comwell for you in the past, what might you
pares with other ways you might have
have done differently?
thought about the issues in the lesson?
How did doing this type of think~nghelp Which to you prefer? Why?
you understand what you were learning
In what situations would this way of doing
differently?
this kind of thinking work better than others?
How did doing t h i s type of thinking help
Is there a clearer way to do this kind of
you remember what you learned?
thinking?.
How does using this kind of thinking help
How does this kind of thinking affec: the
you organize your thoughts before writing7 way you listen to or read about this idea in
Why is it important to do this kind of
comparison to other ways that you Iisten or
thinking?
read?
Why is it important to think about (a step
in the thinking skill or process- options,
consequences, significance, likelihood,
causes, evidence, expertise, conditions of
an observation, corroboration, reasons,
conclusions, assumptions, characteristics,
etc.)?

1

Prospective Metacognition
,
way of thinking?
If you use this thinking in another situaHow would you decide whether to use
tion, how would you plan to do it? Pick a
this strategy?
specific example and describe in some
Write out a plan for c i o i ~ gthis kind of
detail what you would think about .
thinking
that someone else can follow?
In what situations might you not use this

0 1996, The National Center for Teaching Thinking
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FIVE QUOTES
1. William Casey said, on his death bed, that the
CIA directed the Iran-Contra operation from
3..
..
the start.
....
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2. The ozone layer is being depleted by
chemicals in spray cans.

3.The Russians are really not sincere about
reducing the threat of nuciear war.
...
...

....
...

4. Marijuana contains more carcinogenic agents
than tobacco.
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5. By 1991 100,000,000 people will be infected
by the AIDS virus.

.

-
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Chapter 4

Buiding an Understanding of How to Teach Skillful
Thinking iri the Content Areas
What Teachers ShouId Learn About the
Design of Infused Lessons

Musing the teaching of aitical and
creative thinking in content area instruction
involves blending direct instruction in
skillful thinking with content leaning.
This requires a smcture for lesson design
to help students internalize habits of
thought that make their thinking skillful.
This involves three basic components:
engaging students in active thinldng
structured by expliat organizing ,and
focussing prompts
helping students reflect about their
thiikiig
giving students a variety of opportunities to practice these habits of thought
while the teacher gradually phases out
of the process.
T e a d u g skill-h1 thinking this wav is
enhanced by the use of special teaching
methociolagies (like the use of collaborative
learning) which create an overall a t m e
sphere for thinking in the classroom.
Choosing contexts for infusion lessons in
which there is a robust blending of the
thinking and the content enhances content
learning dramatically.
Infusion contrasts, on the one hand,
with stand-alone programs which promote
direct instruction in thinking skillfully
outside the curriculum, usudly via prepackaged or s tand-done programs, and, on
the other hand, with the use of various
methods that do create opportunities for
thinking, but don't yet offer direct instruction in skillful thinking. Showing teachers
the "arrows" diagram and explaining these
contrasts can communicate'ths relationship
between infusion and these other ap01996, The National Center for Teaching Thinking

proaches.
Teachers being trained in infusion
should learn the basic features of lesson
design and should apply them to their own
instruction by designing lessons which
incorporate them.
How Lesson Design Features Can Be
Communicated to Teachers
ICCT communicates these features to

teachas in three ways. The first is through
direct presentations, the second is through
active lesson demonstrations, and the tkird
is through engaging teachers in lesson
design themselves.
The use of lesson demonstrations is the
centerpiece of this approach. Lsson which
clearly incorporate each of these features
should be chosen for demonstrations in the
workshop components of each module. It is
then the choice of the presenter as to
whether the demonstration is followed by a
commentary on this overall three-pronged
Iesson structure or of one of the basic components.
'It is usually helpful to start a staff development project with lesson demonstrations
which dearly illustrate the way the three
components weave together in a wellstructured infusion lesson. The "Three
Components" transparency can be used to
point out these components in the commentary on the lesson. Then each of the three
can be stressed individually in subsequent
demonstrations. For example, a lesson on
decision-making in which the main activity
is clearly structured using the verbal map
and graphic organizer for decision-making
can be used to illustrate the first cornponent. A lesson with an elaborated empha40

STAFF DEVELOPMENT MANUAL
sis on students' reflection on their own
thinking, accompanied by the use of the
metacognition log, can be used to illustrate
various rnetacognitive techniques. And a
I-son in which there is an elaborated series
of follow-up examples can be used to
illustrate teaching for transfer. This can be
accompanied by the internalization
graphic. Transparency masters are included
in this chapter to serve each of these pmposes.

Choosing Curricular Contexts for
Infusing the Teaching of Thinking
It is important that teachers be given
opportunities to locate contexts in what
they teach to infuse the speafic W n g
skills and processes that are the focus ofa
module. Generally, such contexts can be
located by asking where it is appropriate to
exercise the thinking skill or engage in the
thinking process being taught. For example, in history important decisions of
historical figures can provide a context for
teaching thoughtful decision-making and
for gaining an understanding of the dedsion-making of t h e figure being studies (e.g.

01996. The National Center for Teaching Thinkjng
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Truman's decision to drop the atomic bomb
on Hiroshima).
Didactic and/or generative approaches
can be used in this part of the workshop
also. A trainer c a n simply list a variety of
contexts that have already been located by
others and provide the general principles
that these illustrate, asking participants to
apply these in their own teaching. For
example, a trainer might suggest that
finding major historical decisions or key
decisions of major characters in stories or
novels are good contexts for decision making lessons, and then ask participants to
find such contexts in their own teaching.
On the other hand, a bairter may simply
ask partiapants themselves to locate such
contexts in their own textbooks and cmriculum guides, and then try to develop
some general prinaples about types of
contexts based on these examples. In either
case the trainer should put all ofthe contexts suggested by the participants together
into a "menu" which is distributed to the
whole group. Master menu blanks for a
number or thinking skills and processes are
included in this chapter.
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INTRODUCTION TO CONTENT AND PROCESS

Teacher'scomments t o introduce the content objectives.
The lesson introduction should activate students' prior knowledge of the
content and estabIist1 its relevance and importance.
Teachefs comments t o introduce the thinking process and its significance.
The lesson introduction should activate students' prior experience with the
thinking skill/process. preview the thinking skilYprocess, and demonstrate the
value and usefulness of doing il skillfully. It serves as an anticipatory set for the
thinking and should confirm the benefits of its skilHul use.

THINKING CRITICALLY
Active thinking involving verbal prompts and graphic maps.
The main activity of the lesson inreweaves the explicit thinking skilVprocess
with the content. This is what makes the content lesson an infused lesson.
Teachers guide students through the thinking activrty by by using.
questions in the language of the thinking skilVprocess and graphic organizers.

THINKING ABOUT THlNKlNG
Distancing activities that help students think about the thinking process.
Students are asked direct questions a b u t their thinking that prompts them to reflect
about what kind of thinking they did, how they did it, and how effective i t was.

APPLYING TfllNKlNG
Transfer activities that involve student-prompted use of the skill in other
-.
examples.
There are two broad categories of transfer activities: near or far activities that
immediately follow the substance of the lesson and reinforcement later in the
school year, reducing the prompting of Ihe thinking process.
Immediate transfer Near transfer:
Application of the process within the same class sessior!or
soon afterward to content similar to that of the initial infusion
lesson. Decrease teacher prompting of the thinking.
Far transfer:
Application of the process within the same class session or
soon afterward to wntent different from that of the initia
lesson. Decrease teacher prompting of the thinking.
Reinforcement later
Application of the process later in the school year to content
different from that of the infusion lesson. Decrease teacher
prompting of the fhink~nG.
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INFUSION LESSON CONTEXTS
GRADE

SUBJECT

TOPIC

THINKING ISSUES

I

~.lI
1

1
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INFUSION LESSON PLAN

1

INFUSION LESSON ]

I

ITLE:
SUBJECT

GRADE :

1

OBJECTIVES
CONTENT

THINKING SKILUPROCESS

I

METHODS AND MATERIALS

LESSON
INTRODUCTION TO CONTENT AND THINKING SKILUPROCESS
1. l m ~ o ~ Gt
C rhe
?
lh~nlvng

2. HOW do you c3 the
:hlciur.a

3. !-socanoe at Ine
mn:ECI

THl NKl NG CRITICALLY
C 3 H P A R I N G AND
1. Slmliannes?

2. Dierenes?
3. Sqiiicance?
4.

Mems?

5. Condusiord

Irnenrem~an
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I INRISION LESSON

INFUSION LESSON PLAN
7lTLE:
GRADE :

SUBJECT

OBJECTIVES
CONTENT

I

THINKING SKILUPROCESS

METHODS AND MATERIALS

LESSON
INTRODUCTlON TO CONTENT AND THINKING SKILUPROCESS

pizq
1. r
lnmance olthe
thinking
2. How do ywr & the

l'linking
3. lrnpnara of me
sntem

THINKING CRITICALLY

F
SWILLFUL D E C t S I O
H A Y lHG
1. W h y necessary?

2. D p ~ n s ?
3. Canwueras?
c. imponam'
5. Chece?
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INFUSION LESSON PLAN ORGANIZER

Intrcductron

TITLE:
GRADE :

SUBJECT:

0BJECTIVES
CONTENT

THINKING SKlLliPROCESS

METHODS AND MATERIALS

LESSON
INTRODUCTION TO CONTENT AND THINKING SKILLiPROCESS

P
lKI%ODUdnON

l . lmponance of the

thinking
2. Howoo you do the

Ihnhng
3. Immnance a1 Ine
Eniern

THINKING CRITICALLY
EXPLANATION

2. Pcsslble Evdence9
3. Real Erdent9
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lNFUSlON LESSON PLAN

INFUSlOH LESSON

TlTLE:
GRADE :

SUBJECT:

-lying

your Ylintlnp

OBJECTIVES
CONTENT

THINKING SKlLUPROCESS

METHODS AND MATERIALS

LESSON
INTRODUCTION TO CONTENT AND WINKING SKILUPROCESS

1(

THINKING CRITICALLY

2- Possible Eviioefic??
3 seal Evidence'
4. hkety Effen?

01996, The ~ a t i o n aCenier
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INFUSION LESSON PLAN

1

INFUSION LESSON

II

TITLE:

SUBJECT

GRADE :

OBJECTIVES
CONTENT

THfNKING SKILUPROCESS

I

METHODS AND MATERIALS

l

LESSON
INTRODUCTION TO CONTENT AND THINKING SKILUPROCESS

m
1. lrnponara ot the
7hinking
2. How CO you do the
thinking

3. Irnaonz-ce ot 1he
mmenl

THINKING CRlTiCALLY

DI3ERMIN1NGTHE
RELlABILlTT OF
SOURCES
1.Secwirslhand?

3. V g l a ! inrerea?

5 . Ccmwratton?

01396. The National Center for Teaching Thinking
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INFUSION LESSON PLAN
THINKING ABOUT THINKING
THlNKlHG

2. HDWdd p u do tt?
3. Is n efleaive?

APPLYING THINKING
THINKING
a, Near transfer
b. Far t r a d e r

EXTENSION ACTIVITY (optional)

ASSESSING STUDENT THINKING

~
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CHAPTER 5
COACHING TEACHERS ON DESlGNlNG AND
TEACHING INFUSION LESSONS

'

The Goal of Coaching in Infusion
Projects
The component of infusion training that
involves the most individualized work is
coaching. Coaching means different things

to different people, however. In i n h i o n
projects a coach facilitates the teacher's own
decision making about the lesson by providing feedback and information relevant
to how to achieve the lesson objectives. The
goal of infusion coaching, therefore, is the
production
ofhigh quality infusion lessons
I
based on well-informed choices about their
design by those who teach them.
Coaching is always lesson spedfrc.
I Typically, a coach initially meets with a
teacher to discuss a lesson that the teacher
is planning to teach. This can occur individually, or in small groups. It can also be a
, prelude to the coach observing the lesson in
the classroom, and/or debriefing with the
teacher after the lesson has been taught. It
can
also occur after a lesson has been
l'
taught. One-to-one discussion,however, is
essenEal to accomplish the gods of coaching.
Here is a sunmary of the three typical
contexts in which coaching takes place.
The coach and teacher meet together to
discuss a lesson that has been designed
l
prior to its being taught.
The coach meets with the teacher to
discuss a lesson in a pre-instructional
conference, the coach observes the
Iesson being taught, and the two have a
post instructional debriefing after the
lesson.
The coach and teacher meet together
after the lesson has been taught to

I

l!
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discuss the Iesson.
The first of these, of course, may be in
preparation for the lesson being taught at
some later time. I t mually takes no more
than half an hour. The coach is usually not
present for the lesson. The second is, of

course, more complex. The pre conference
usually takes no more than half an hour, the
instruction usually a full class-period, and
the post conference again about half an
hour. The third involves discussion of a
lesson that the coach has not observed after
it has been taught.
Coaching Techniques
The initid meeting with the teacher who
has designed an infusion lesson is one in
xvhich the coach shodd interview the
teacher about how 'she lesson is structured.
It is appropriate for the coach to make
suggestions about the lesson, but these
shouid be presented as options that the
teacher has the choice to accept or reject.
The coach helps t4e teacher clarify his or her
own ideas about how the lesson will be
conducted, and provides ideas that may
help the teacher achieve his or her own
goalsWhen the coaching is a pre-instructional
conference, the coach also asks what concerns the teacher has about how the lesson
will be carried out in the classroom, and
offers to watch for these and report back
after the lason is taught. For kxarnple, the
teacher may be concerned about wait time.
How much time is she allowing for students
to think about a question and try to respond
to it, sh? may wonder: Is she giving any '
s i p s of lkpatience, she may also wonder.
52
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The coach rypically offers to report on
or her perceptions so that the teacher can
concentrate on what she is doing during
that period.
Coaching Leachers about infksion l=sons has general features that any good
peer coaching should incorporate. For
example, it should be non-judgmentaland
should help the teacher clarify what he or
she will do in the lesson, The coaching also
has features that are special to infusion
coaching. For example, in coaching teachers
on heir infusion lessons, it is important to
ask specific questions about the structure of
the lesson. The "Observation/Coaching
Guide for Infusion Lessons" is an organizer
for a coach to use to help focus on the
important ingredients in infusion lessons.
There is also a sample list of questions that
a coach can use to guide t h i s questioning.
Ineffect, the coach should ask the teacher
questions about the following in the initial
discussion of the lesson:
The grade level and subject area of the
lesson.
The content objectives of the lesson.
The h n k i n g s k i l objectives of the

-

lesson.
How the dunking skill and its i,nportance will be introduced to the students.
How the content emphasis \yifl be
introduced to the students.
Whch specific strategies will be used in
the introduction to make the thinking
strategy that is being taught exphat.
How the lesson will engage the students in the active use of this thinking
strategy in connection with the content
being taught.
What kind of graphic organizer(s1, if
any, will be used in the lesson and how
it (they) will be used.
What other ways the thinking strategy
will be kept explicit as the students go
through the thinking activity.
What strategies will be used in the
lesson to prompt the students to reflect
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on their thinking.
HOWthe teacher intends to reinforce the
thinking skill through transfer activities.
The coach should take notes on the
coaching guide as t h i s discussion occurs. If
the coach is going to observe the teacher
and the teacher indicates speafic derails
that he or she wants the coach to look for,
the coach can note these on the guide also.
Then, when t h e coach observes the Iesson,
the coach may also wGh to take notes on
the coaching guide as the lesson progresses.
E, during the pre-instructional discussion,
t?ae coach t h i n k s of strategies that might be
helpful, the coach can ask if using these
strategies might help achieve the goals of
the lesson. lf the teacher says she will try
out these ideas but would like the coach to
observe to see how the students respond,
the coach can make note of that dso.
Lf the coach is not going to observe the
lesson after the conference with the teacher,
the coach may want to ask the teacher to
take notes on the lesson after it has been
taught. They can decide what the teacher
might record in these notes. They tnen
might discuss how the lesson went sometime later. If it is possible for the teacher to
be video-taped, that could substitute for a
direct observation of the lesson.
During the after-lesson debriefing the
coach should report on what he or she
observed, speaking specificalIy to the
points of concern raised by the teacher in
the pre-instructional conference. If, for
example, the teacher was concerned about
how long the thinking activity was going to
take - she said she was trying to keep it to
15 minutes -- the coach can time it and
report back. If it was 20 minutes, they
might discuss what might be done to keep
it to 15 minutes next time.,The coach should
suggest options, guiding the teacher to
think them through and choose what she
thinks is best.
The coach can give his or h-2r obser-:a.
tion guide to the teacher with the records of

STAFF DEVELOPMENT MANUAL
the observation after the debriefing.

Structures in A School to Support
Coaching
Obviously, coaching requires release
time from ordinary teaching responsibilities
for both the coach and the teacher coached,
as well as for any observers of the process.
This can be handled on an ad hoc basis for
specific coaching episodes, However, if
coaching is going to occur with any regularity, a system and structure is requked.
The coaching we have been desaibing is
best conducted as peer coaching in specific
schools during school hours. There are two
basic structures that a school may set up to
support this kind of coaching. One involves
using already existing non-instructional
time, the other involves providin,D a standard block of time for coaching and relying
on the use of substitutes to cover instruction.
On the first model, planing time and
early release days, for example, can be
designated for coaching on infusion lessons.
If h s model is used, coaching will usually
be in the form oi discussions about lessons
being designed. It is rare that the cornplexities of pre-instructional conferences and
classroom observation can be accommodated within the time provided for planning
and /or early-release days.
Establishing a peer coaching system that
provides regular coaching during the school
dav can take two basic forms. The first
involves releasing a coach for a block of
time (usually a half or whole day) by providing a substitute for the coach, and then
providing another substitute who can follow the coach from teacher to teacher and
take over the classes of the teachers being
coached as they meet with the coach. This
can work using either the conference-only
model, or including classroom observations
and debriefing in the coaching.
. The second way :his peer coaching
system has been set up is a variation on the
01996, The National Center for Teaching Thinking
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lirst in which other teachers observe the
coaching and the lessons, and join in to
provide feedback during the post-lesson
debriefing. This, of course, requires more

release time and the use of substitutes.
These can be mixed and matched. A
school may want to support larger coaching
sessions of the second sort a few time during the school year, while maintaining an
ongoing coaching peer system on a more
regular basis.

Coaching Tips
Coaches have offered numerous tips as
they go through the process. Here are some
that may be helpful to you as you begin
your coaching:
The role of the coach is to ask nonjudgmental, open-ended questions
which focus on the infusion components
as the teacher is guided through
metacognitive reflection about the lesson.
Encourage the teacher to tell her main
concerns in order to be helpful.
Analyze and identify the components of
the infusion lesson. Confirm that the
steps in the process and components of
the lesson are clearly and fully developed in the lesson. Have a clear idea
yourself about the steps of the
thinking process.
Be sensitive to different teaching styles.
Guide teachers to look at various s&ategies .
Point out the stren,@s of the lesson and
offer suggestions on weak areas.
Recognize that here is more than one
right way to do the lesson.
Encourage the teacher to critique the
lesson.
Keep body language and non-verbal
cues of the observer neutral
Listen and observe carefully and record
your reactions* ASKmore questions; fewer statements.
54
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Confirm that the dual objectives (the
content and the thinking process) are
well developed.
Restate the teacher's concerns+
Ask open-ended questions to encourage
teachers to reflect on decisions and
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discover subtleties for themselves.
Keep evaluation out of coaching.
* Correlate coaching teachers for reflection to coaching students for reflection.
Mim that the goal of coacl-ung is to
help the person offer the best teaching.
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Questions for Coaches to Raise
about the Design of Infused Lessons
What kind of thinking does t h e lesson seek to improve,
and what improvements are sought?
How is t h e lesson design geared to students' active
involvement in the kind of thinking the lesson is
designed to improve?
How do the instructional strategies make explicit what
students can do to improve their thinking?
To what degree are students prompted to think about
their thinking in this lesson? How is that accomplished?
/-

What varied opportunities are provided in this lesson
for students to practice the kind of thinking taught?
What methods are used in the lesson to enhance
student thinking?

How is the lesson designed so that instruction in the
thinking process improves students' understanding
of the content?
%
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OBSERVATIION/COACHTNG GUIDE
FOR INFUSION LESSONS

DATE:

CONTENT OBJECmVES

TWINKING SKILL/PROCESS OBJECTIVES

LESSON TITLE

TEACHER:

X. Introduction

pizEzzy

Q 1993

Robert Swam ana Sandra P a r ~ s
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OBSERVATION/COACHTNGGUIDE
FOR INFUSION LESSONS
LESSON (Cont.)
3. Think About Thinking

4.

A

Apply Your Thinking

S. Other Notes

Q 1893

3oberr Swartr and Sandrn Parks
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ABRAHAM LINCOLN A N D FREDERICK DOUGLASS
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Compare and contrast is guided by strucThis lesson features passages about Lincoln
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LESSON
lNTRODUCTlON TO CONTENT

AND

THINKING SKlLUPROCESS

Think about a t i m e that you underrtood something better, or learned to do something more
easily, by relating it to what you already knew. For example, when people move h o r n one
place to another, they usually note similarities and differences between their new location
and their former home. Perhaps t h e school bus sf op is within walking distance in both places
but is farther away in the new location than it was where they used to live. Xecognizing the
difference in distance will help in planning when to leave for the bus. It should probably be
earlier than in the previous location.

When you notice similarities and differences and use that information to make a decision or
judgment, you are "comparing and contrasting." DesrJibe to yaur partner an example in
which you learned something important by comparing and contrasting. Explain how comparing and contrasting the new thing with something you already knew helped you to
understand or do things better. After peer discussion, briefly discuss three or four examples.

In this lesson we are going to learn about the lives of two leaders-Abraham Lincoln and
Frederick Douglass. Which do we know better? Abrnhrn Lincoln.

What do we know about Abraham Lincoln and the time in which he Iived that might help us
understand the experiences of Frederick Douglass, who Iived at the same time?Students may
discuss conditions in the United States prior to the Civil War, including their understanding of
slavery and the legal debate surrounding it, as wel?as the fact that Lirtcoh was president during
the Civil War.

INFUSING
THINKING
INTO INSTRUCIION-ELEMENTARY

COMPARING
AND CONTRAS~NG

Sample Student Responses Mufaro's Beautiful Daughters

II I1

I1 1I
II

Both describe rivalry between daughters in a family.
Both result in a royal marriage for the girl selected.
In both stories, magic allows animsls to change form.

lI Il
II

II lI
I1

In both stories, kindness wins out over selfishness.
Both stories occur at a time when kings 2nd queens were rulers.

In both stories, the girl selected to be queen comes from the common people.

I.I

II

Both stories have a happv ending.
-,,

HOW DIFFERENT?

-

_, I w i i REGARD
~
TO I
I The story takes place in Africa. 1-1 LOCATON I
I

I

I

The father is the only
parent in the story.

II
:

l

1

The story takes place in Europe.

l

There is a father and a
stepmother, but the stepmother
makes most of the decisions.

I

PARENTS

. -.

The sisters were natural sisters.

Magic is used to test the girls
who would be queen.

--

.

.

( I
,

L

USE OF MAGIC

%

The king picks his bride
for her worthiness and beauty.

I
a

I

I

RELATloNSHiP

'

~

The sisters were stepsisters.

Magic is used to help the girl
who is unfairly treated.

..%

WHY CHOSEN

The prince picks his bride
for her beauty alone.

CONCLUSION OR INTERPRET.
Worthiness, as well as beauty, is important in choosing a queen in t h e African lolktale,
-5ut beauty alone is important in the European ta!e.
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THINKING ACTIVELY

First read the passage about Abraham Lincoln.
OPEN COMPARE AND -ST
As you read the information about Frederick
Douglass, be alert to ways that he and Lincoln
are alike. Each time you find a similarity, write
it on a line in the box of the diagram under
"How Alike." Also, look for ways that Lincoln
and Douglass are different, Write the differences on the lines underHHowDifferent"Think
about what that difference means and write if
over the arrow. For example, Abraham Lincoln
was Caucasian and Frederick Douglass was
Black. What te'rm describes that difference?Race.
1
'q
Write "race" over the arrow. Give the students
enough time to list at least three similarities and
~.*:
three differences on t h e diagram. AAer they have
finished reading the passages, call on students ;
randomly to report similarities and differences
f
..-..;
,.+
that they have found. Ask for only one similarity , " ranor -m
awwums **D ofemrmcrr
or difference from each student. Record their
responses on a transparency, on an overhead
projector, or on a large diagram on the chafkboard. Encourage students to add any similarities or differences that they find interesting, suggested by other class members, to their individual diagrams.
h
.

WTU ~ E C L U OIO

~%F3
.
I

*W
-..

.A>~CE:,,.

,.,A,,

I

tQlltureDImmmElrfiDlffim

Wow are Abraham Lincoln and Frederick Douglass alike? After they have finished reading the
passages, randomly call on four or five students to report one similArity that they have faund.
Record their responses on an overhead transparency or on a large diagram on the chalkboard.
Draw out the student's thoughts by asking for clarificahon or extension of the responses-the
cause, effect, significance,implications, etc. POSSIBLE ANSWERS: Both men lived in thc same perrod,
wpre born into very poorfamilies, were self-Pducafrd,wne infelligent, lost their mothers af an early age,
spent their young adulf hood onfarms, and movedfronl b o r h slave states to free states- Both men used
lu~zguagzto persuade others and contributed to ending slauery in Amm-ca.

How are Abraham Lincoln and Frederick Douglass different?Record differences, asking what
each difference describes and writing it over the arrow. Continue to ask extading questions
about the cause, dfect, sigruficanceorimplications ofeachdifferencebetween the two men. After
the class diagram is completed, encouragestudents to add any similarities and differenc~
they
wish to their own diagrams. POSSIBLE ANWE&: Lincoln rws G u m i n n ; Dougkss was of African
descent. Lincoln was bornfree with all the civil n'ghtsguaranteed to Ammicnns; Doltglass was born a slave
with no ciuiI righfs,even the right fa lqe. Lincoln was bornfree;DougIass purchased hisfreedurn. Lincoln
was a lawyer and a politician; Douglass was a uniter and ne~wpaperpublisher. Li~colnused the war
powers o f fhe presidency rofTee slaves in the confedtrate states; Douglass used his newspaper to influence
pri blic opinion regarding rights and opportunifiesfor blacks. Lincoln wns ussassinated at age 56;Douglnss
died of natural causes at age 77. Lincolll was primarily an orafor;Dorrgluss was boflz an orator and writer.
Stltdents also include among the differences thfwhile both m m opposed s h u e y , DougIass zrlas an
nboliironist nnd Li?zcoln was not. To clarify the distincticn between being an aboIitionist and just
opposing slavery, students' comments or teacher explanations may include the following

COMPARING
AND C O N T R A S ~ N G

factors: Abolitionists believed that the assumption that one person could own another was
wrong and that slavery should be abolished by whatever means necessary. Lincoln, on the other
hand, believed that while slavery was undesirable, should not be extended to new territories,
and should be abandoned if legal means could be found to do so, it was nevertheless sanctioned
by the right to property hthe Constitution. The war powers of the president, invoked by Lincoln
during the Civil War to issue the Emancipation Proclamation, allowed Lincoln €0confiscate the
property of slaveholders and free the slaves by legal means* Now let's think about the similarities and differences on your diagram*There are many tme
things that w e could say about the two men that may notbevery important. ForexampIe, both
men wore trousers. This, however, does not add to our understanding of these two men. We
want to base our understanding of them on factorsthat ar.iimpo~:-.nt.Craw a line through any
similarities a h d differences that are not important,Studentresponses wili vary. Students may

predictably ask what is meant by "important." Any information, the omission cf which would .
limit our understanding of the two men, their characters and interests, andlor thelr impact on
others would be considered important.
Are there any common ideas that you find in the important similarities and differences? For
example, many of the similaritiesand differences mentioned describe the backgrounds of the
two men. What other patterns of simiIarities and differences do you find? Write these in the
"patterns" box. After students have an opportunity to reflect and write, ask for three or four
responses. POSSIBLE ANSWERS: Their b n s k g ~ ~ u i ~the
d svalue
,
they placed orz educatioir, their i~lryacforr
slnvery, their rise from poverty fo become seIf-supporfing in dis f inguished professions.

Now think about something interesting that you have learned about the two men based on
your comparing and contrasting, What do the similarities and differences you have noted feII
you about Abraham Lincoln and Frederick Douglass? in the bottom box, write one sentence
that expresses a canclusion or interpretation that is suggested by important similarities and
differences in the lives of t h e two men. Ask students to write their condusions.
We're going fo do an activity called "Think-Pair-Share." Each of you should pair up with a
partner. One student in the pair should then read his or her statement, The partner serves as
a listener to assist the speaker in expressing the concfusion clearly. The listener may only ask
questions:

Tf you don't understand what a word means or the meaning of
the statement, you may ask questions which help you understand what is being said. For
example, you may ask, "What do you mean when you say -?"
Ouestions which extend the idea: If you think your partner is saying something interesting, but it is too brief, you can ask for more details about your partnefs idea. You might
say something like "What more can you tell me about -?"
Questions to chalfenne what is said: If you think the speaker is misled or confused, you
may ask questions that you think may prompt your partner to rethink or restate some part
of his'orher statement like "Why do you think ?" Maybe the speaker will expIain
why and you won't think the statement is confused anymore, or maybe the speaker will
reconsider aspects of the statement.

f o -

After two minutes of reflection, signal students to change roles. After both partners have served
as speaker and listener, allow studentsan cpportunity to rewrite their statement in any wz?ythey.
see fit. Ask for volunteers to read their statements to the whole class. Ask them to repeat their
statements s o that other students can listen to each statement twice, oilce for content and ol?ce

FUSING THINKING
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COMPARING
AND CONTRASTING

to identify the kind ofstatement the student is reading (comparison,contrast, both comparison

and contrast, cause/effect, generalization, etc.).Ask the class which details fromthe diagram
could be used to support the conclusion if the statement was the main idea for an essay
assignment. Create a composite bulletin board of students' c~nclusionsabout the two stories.
PUSSIBLE ANSWEaS:Although Lincoln and Dougluss erperiencedhardship and Iimifations as young
men, they were able to rise to positions ofinfluence and power. Abraham Lincoln and Frederick Douglnss
were ofd~@wentraces buf workedfor the same purpose. While Lincoln and Douglass opposed slaueryfor
diferent reasons, they both contributed significantly fo ending it in this counfry. Both men sJrozued
deferminationin bet fering tfiemseIoesand, through thisnclziarernenf,bettered thelives ofcorr ntless oflrers
in this county. F r ~ d ~ c k D o u g l a sirrs ,contrast fa Atrt'ahrnLincoln, had to win hisfi~edomand flten rtsed
ifs advanhges to utorkjor thefieedonz of Blacks andfor women's sufiage.
h

THINKING ABOUT THINKlHG

stop thinking about Lincoln and Douglass
and focus our attention on what we did to think
about these two men in order to Iearn something
important about them. The kind of thinking we
did was called "comparing and contrasting." What
did we do to compare and contrast Lincoln and Dougiass?What, for example, did you think about
first? Next? Prompt students to recall the steps in.
the process. Record their strategy on the board or
use a transparencyof the thinking map, uncovering
each step as students identify it. Review the discussion for each step of the thinking map of open
compare and contrast.-

Let's

OPEN COMPARE AND CONTRAST
1. How are they

similar?

2. How are they different?
3. What similarities and differences
seem significant?
4. What categories or pattern do you

see in the significant similarities and

differences?
5. What interpretation or conclusion is
suggested by the sign~ficantsirnilarities and differences?
r

How was the compare-and-contrast process I '
different from just identifying similarities and differences? Student answers should focus on
thinking about the differences by asking what kind of differences they are, by looking for
patternsin thesidarities and differences,and by drawingconclusionsfrom the similarities and
differences noted.
Is ~ 0 ~ p a r h Land
g contrasting in this way helpful in thinking about tfihgs?How? Students
comment that it allows them to think about what the simitarities and differences mean.

How did the way that you compared and contrasted the two men differ from the way you
usually study historicd characters? Students say that comparing and contrasting helps then
look for important information as they read about these people, in contrast to just attending to
their namesand when they lived, Students often comment that thisprocess "personalizes" these
leaders in the sense that they seem like real people.
Was using the graphic organizer heIpful to you? How? Students comment that using the
diagram assists them in recording details that they notice and might otherwise forget. They also
say that the graphic organizerhelps them draw a conclusionfrom the similaritiesand differences
they have listed.
In the Think-Pair-Share activity, was writing out your statement beforehand important?
Studgnts recognize ha!, for clarity and ownership, having their thoughts written down before
discussion frees them to examine the meaning and implications of their conclusions.
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APPLYING THlNKlNG
Immediate Transfer

Compare and contrast the experiences of Frederick Douglass and josiah Henson, the escaped
slave whose life is depicted as "Uncle Tom" in Harriet Beecher Stowe's Uncle Tom's Cabin,
to illustrate life under slavery, escape, and assistance to other slaves.

We are studying Sojourner Tmth and Harriet Beecher Stowe, Compare and contrast the two
women to examine how they affected pubIic opinion about s1aver-y.
We have been studying conditions in the North and the.Southat the start of the Civil War.
Compare and contrast the population, industry, food production, c ~ a s t l ~ ~and
l ; , railroads in
the North and the South to determine their relative ability to sustain a lengthy war.

Compare and contrast literary works about Lincoln and Douglass. What do these w ~ r k tse 2
us about the writers' views of these two men? Lincoln poem indude "When Lilacs Lasi nn the
Dooryard Bloomed" and "Oh Captain, My Captain" by Walt Whitman; :'What is God's Will"
and "Abraham Lincoln" by Stephen Viricent Benet; and "Lincoln" by John Gould Retcher.
Douglass Poems include "I was Frederick Douglass" by Hildegard Smith and "Frederick
Dougiass" by Paul burence Dunbar.
Compare and contrast t w o characters from stories you have read recently fa understand how
the two characters responded differently to conditions in the stories.
Compare and contrast two breakfast cereals in order to decide which is a better buy and which
is more nutritious.
Reinforcement Later

Compare and contrast t w o different pieces of music or stories.

Compare and contrast the civil rights of blacks and whites during Reconstruction.
: .. . . .

. .

.

.

..
, .

FOCUSED COMPARE AND CONTRAST OPTION
.
...
This lesson can be taught as a focused compare and contrast lesson. If you take this option, use
the focused compare and contrastgaphic orgariizer, and guidestuderits
, ,
. . . to cornpark and contrast
Lincoln and ~ o u g l a s s . l h eshould
~
define the purpose of the c6mpaiis6n and conkast,'list the
factors to consider in order to achieve this purpose, and then search
. ..
inthe passages forinformation
a b o ~ Lincoh
i
and ~ o u ~ l a s&t
s f a h into thj categories
..,.??G
'they
<..
havespedfied. As they find
.info&natioh,it khouldber6iordedlmder"Hbw ~likk;*or%iow
- ~iff&ent,"
. . ..as * i ~ ~ r i a t e . ~ & ~ l e
a focuse&mpari
. .. .
graphic
orgsniikii
are included'on
page
~tudeni~r&~onses'using
_ * ..
. and.mntrast
,
.
_.>"
.
'.' ...:. .'
. . . . ...
. . ~ .
- .
..
..
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RESEARCH EXTENSION
Corroborate details in the passages about ~ i n c h l nand ~ o u ~ l aby
s sconsulting other works in
the school library. M a k e sure your sources are reIiable. Modify your cornparisan and contrast
diagram, if necessary, to reflect what )mu find. Students may obtain more information horn
biographies of Lincoln and Douglass. T i w Roads to Greatness (Macmillan Company, New York,
1967) provides biographical and literary works about the two leaders.

L
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To assess this skill, ask students to.'&ite an &ay on any of 'the ap&i&tion questioris or others
which you select, using agraphic organizer io as&t themsklves. Ask students to describehow they
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ico&pared and contrasted the twosubject+.~~&te&ninewhether they
.
.are
. . attending to each 2
f the
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A B R A H A M LINCOLN A N D FREDERICK DOUGLASS
Abraham Lincoln
Abraharn Lincoln was born in Hardin County,
- Kentucky in 1809.MThen he was eight, the family
moved to Spencer County,Indiana, where he
grew up. His mother died when he was ten
years old. Since his family was very poor, Lincoln began working at an early age- AIthough
there were some schools in the Indiana territory,
he had little formal schooling and was largely
self-taught. He' worked on a farm until he was
twenty-two years old, and then in 1831 moved
t o Menard County, Iliinois, where h e worked a s
a clerk in a store. From 1834 to 1840, Lincoln
served in the Illinois legislature, studied to become a lawyer, and moved to Springfield, IUinois, to praciice law. He served one term in the
U. S. House of Representatives from 1847 to
1849 then returned to his law practice.
h 1860,Abraham Lincoln was elected president of the United States. He immediately was
faced with the secession of southern states from
the Union and the beginning of the Civil War.
Although he disapproved of sIavery, Lincoln
was not m,abolitionist (one who believed that
slavery should be done away with). He recognized that slave owners had paid for their slaves.
Since slaves were considered to be property, it
was believed to be unlawful to take someone's
property away. Once the southern states had
become enemies of the Union, President Lincoln
used his war powers as Commander-in-Chief of
the Army to abolish slavery in the southern
states. In September 1862, Lincoln prodaimed
thatunIessthesouthernstatesrejoined the Union
by January1,1863, their slave property would
be considered legally confiscated. Thus,Lincoln
acquired the legal right to free the slaves.
Abraham Lincoln was re-elected President in
1864 but was assassinated in 1865.

Frederick Dougfass
Frederick Douglass was born a slave in Tuckahoe, Maryland. Since slaves were seldom told
their ages, Douglass estimated that he was barn
about 1818. His mother, H a m e t Bailey, was
hired out to a distant farmer shortly after his
birth and died when Douglass was about eight
years old. Like many slaves, Doliglass nevPr
knew who his father was.
Frederick Douglass was taught the alphabet
by Mrs. Thornas Auld until his master, Mr.
Auld, discovered thatshe was teachingFrederick
to read. Et was unlawful to teach a slave to read.
Frederick realized that reading was an important distinction between slaves and free men.
Frederick taught himself to write by copying
words in the spaces of his young master's writing book
In 1838, Douglass bluffed his way onto a train
to Delaware, a slave state, then went by boat to
Philadelphia and freedom. He moved to Massachusetts and selected the name Douglass to
replace his slave name.
DougIass bought his freedom from his old
master. hf 847, he started anewspaper in Rochester, hTewYork, advocating the abolition of
slavery and supporting women's voting rights.
Douglass encouraged Lincoln to includeblack
troops in the Union Army and used the power of
his newspaper to encourageblacks to enlist. The
first black regiment was formed in 1863, with
Douglass' own sons among the first to enlist-In
1864,Douglass met with Lincoln to secure the
same wages, protection, and awards for black
soldiers as for white soldiers.
In 1866,Douglass was the only black delegate
elected to attend the post-war convention on
reconstruction. In 1877, President Hayes appointed Douglass marshal of the District of Co1umb.ia-He later served as the U.S.representative to Haiti.
Frederick Douglass died in 1895 of a heart
attack.

) Adapted from O r p s i r i u g T h i n k b , Book
~
I l b y Sandra Parks and H o w a r d B l a c k , C r i t i c a l T h ~ ~Press
g &Software.
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Sample Student Responses Lincoln and DougIass
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Both were born into very poor families.
Both were self-educated.

Both used language to persuade others.

Il

.....

Both contributed to ending slavery in the United States.

. ..

FAITERNS OF SlGNlflCANT SlMlLARlTlES AND DIFFERENCES:
Family background, feadership, effect on ending slavery.
..
. . :.'.'..
;
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..',' ....
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. . .
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CONCLUStON OR INTERPRETATION:
Both men showed determination to better themselves and, through this achievement,
used its adva'ntages to b&er the lives of countless others this country.
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Sample Student Responses

Lincoln and Douglass Focused Compare and Contrast

FACTORS T,O CONS1DER: Goals, priorities, attitudes towards slavery, methods,
accomplishments, effectiveness

southern states.
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Language Arts
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trades K-l
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Students witI,intqret
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l

HQRTON AND THE HUNTERS

l

OBJECTIVES

I

.characters in

Studentswill learn to h i d e about opti~nsand
term+ af their chander traits and actions.They the cansequences of those options in making
wiu dscl pdceIisteningsldUr
. . d&ions

I

1

lNTRODUCTlON TO COHTENT AND THINKING SKttUFROCESS

I'Mgoing to tell you about a time when I had to make a decision. 1wanted to take a vacation
away from home, and I had to choose between going skiing where it was cold argoing to the
beach where it was hot. I couldn't go to both places, so I finally chose to go to the beach. Now,
thidc about a time when you had to decide about something and weren't sure what was besL
Take turns and tell your partner what you were thinking about-doing. Give students enough
b e for both students in each pair to relate their decisions. If necessanf, prompt the class to
switch roles in order to give e a ~ parhler
h
a chance to relate his or her d;cision.
+

a

Let's hear some of the examples you just discussed. Ask for three or four examples from the
class.

What kind of thinkinghelped you figure out what to do? POSSIBLEANSWERS: Picking, choosing,
deciding. Write these words on the top of the board as a main heading.
The differentthings you were thinking about doing are called 'choices" or "options."Write
these words on the board under the main heading. Let's hear one of the choices or options you
were thinking about when you were trying to decide. ANSWERS VARY.

-

In order to pick the best thing to do, we usuaIIy think about what wifI happen if we do it. We
do this to figure oat the good and bad things that might happen. These are usually calIed
' ' R e s ~ l t so~r UConsequences"of our options. Write these words on the board under options,
and write "Pro" and "Con" after them. Explain that weuse "pro" for things that are good,things
we want to happen, and "con" far things that are bad, things w e don't want to happen.

Pick one of your options and discuss with your partner what might happen if you chose it.
1Vh.ich-9fthese consequences would you want happen and which would you not want to
happen?
l
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WRITING A STORY

,..

TO BE USED TOGETHER WIT33 A COMPLmD DECISION MAKING GRAPHIC
ORGANIZER

ParagraphI: ,
Tell about the situatin? in which a character Ends himsdf or hers& that
mdks a dedsion newsay.
Paragraph 11:
Choose an option from the graphic organizer and write about the character
choosing that option. Explain why the character chose this option.
Paragraph I
E
Write about how one of the important positive (or negative) consequences of
the option described in the graphic organizer occurred and how it affected the
character.
Paragraph TV:
Write about how one of the important negative (or positive) consequences of
the option described in the graphic organizer occurred and how it affected the
character.

Paragraph V:
Finish the story with one of the following
a happy ending by desaifring the k
t consequence,
an unhappy ending by describing the worst result
leave the character with another decision to be made because, while
some of the consequmes are p i t i v e , some are dlso negative, and
the character must choose something else that is better.

1

l

After we've thought about the co~tsequencesI ,
of our options, w e can pick the best thing to
CHOOSING
do. T h e best thing will be the choice that has
mote pros and fewer cons than any of the 14 1. What are some things I c a n do?
other Aoics. Write "olwse the besi thingto 2h
win happen a do these hings,
do" under "Consequences-pm and con."This
thinking map shows what we need to think 3. Which are good things to do?
about d e n w e make a decision Show a copy 1.y
.
of the chart at the right.
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Now tell your partnerwhat JTU deddrd fo do. What did you think about in order to pick the
best thing to do?
%

When we read stories, w e hear about many chzraders w h o make decisions. It's interesting t o
think about whether they picked the b e t thing to do. We're going to read part of a story. As
w e do,we're going to think about a decision Gtat one of the characters makes and try to figure
oat the best thing to do.

THtNKINC ACTIVELY

I'm going to read the first few pages of Hodon Hatches the Egq by Dr. Seuss. Listen for the
dedsions that Hodon the elephant maker Let's try to understand why he makes them. Read
the book to the students and, when you get to the refrain, ask them to join in and repeat
"Imeant what I said
And I said what I meant....
Am elephant's faithful
One hundred per cent!"
Show the pichrres as you read. Continue reading up to the part where Horton's Lkiendsmake h
of b.
What decision did Horton make at the beginning of the story? ANSWER: To take care of the egg

,fbr the bird. What does that teU you about Horton? POSSIBLE ANSWERS: He's a nice elephant. He's

helpfrtl. He wnnts to do good. What does Mayzie's decision tell you about the bird? POSSmLE
ANSWERS: Mayzie is lazy, doem'f m e about Horton, and lricks people.
Were there any consequences that Horton didn't think about when he decided to take care of
ANSWERS: fie didn't think about how wei he wouIdgei when if rained or how cold
the egg?
he m u l d get when winter came. HPdidn't think abouf what would happen iffhe rnotfr~rbird didn't come
back. He didn't think abouf how uncomfirf.aWe sif fing m fkegg would k.Ifstudents have difficulty
anmering this question, ask them what things happened that Horton didn't expect.
Was it a good decision to take care of the egg? If you had thought about the consequences
before agreeing, would you have decided to stay with the egg?POSSIBLEANSWERS;Iwould have
stayed kmuse h v F n gffre pgg warm is important even ifIgef wet- I would have brought my raincoat and
winter jacket, but mu2d still ham sfayed on the egg so that it wouldn't die.
N o w let's read a little fartherin the story. Continue up to the part where the hunters approach
khe scene. Stop reading with the following:
"He heard the men's footsteps! He turned wi'rh d start!"

Let's think about the problem Horton now has. Getting wet and cold made Horton feel.
uncomfortable. Now what does Norton find? Somt hunters with guns. What couId be the

consequence? They could shoot Huton. Would that be a good thing?No, bemuse Horton could die
and then the egg would also die. Is that more serious than just gettingwet and cold? Yes. Being alive
is more importnnf than being comfortable.
Suppose that you were Horton, Let's use our
. . plan to decide what Horton should do. Rememberwhat comes first:What areHortonrs
options? What could Horton do? Talk to
your pnrtner and try to come up with three
or four options. After a few minutes, a s k h e
students to report. Get as m a n y options as
possibIe, one at a time, from different groups.
Write the oitions on a transparency or draw-
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n tree, give them something nice in tradefor not
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hurting him.

,,

how let'sfigure out which optionis the best
thing to do. Leys m about &e
quences and list them as pros or cons. Let's
MO~CL
kmrgad-md~7
try this first with the option "Horton runs :.:
away without the egg." What do you think ---:
rryr
might happen? POSSTBLE ANSWERS:
Horton would escape. The hunters would be enhappy. Horton wouldn't have to be cold again.
Cons Hodon would feel guilty because he had broken his promise. Mayzie would be n n g q whm she
returned. The egg would die.

a:
,

Is it a good option to run away without the egg? Why or why not? POSSIBLE ANSWERS: No,
because the egg would die rind that S' impartant. Hortmz would be braking his promise and, men though
he'd escape, h.e might fed guilty.
Discuss another option with yourpartner. Think of some things that might happen if Horton
did that Decide whether these results are pro or con. Assign each group a different option. On
a transparency or on the board, write the consequences the students generate.
Let me summarize the pros and cons ofeach option- Discuss with your partnerwhat you W
the best option is. Ask the students to vote on the best option. Check the one that gets the most
votes. Then ask students why they voted for their option.

Now we are going to read the rest of the story. Let's see what Horton decides to do. Let's think
about why he.decides what he does. Finish reading the story, and ask students why Horton
decides to stay with the egg. Coach them by prompting them to repeat the refrain. Ask them what
Horton's decision t e b them about him.POSSIBLEANSWERS;He's brme. He loves the bird in the egg.
He cares a lot about fhe bird in the egg. He keeps his promises no matter what.
. Is Horton's decision better than yours? Why? Ask this question only if what Horton decides is
different from what the class decides.

THINKlNG ABOUT THINKING
When you were making your decision,you thought about Horton's optionswhen the hunters
arrived. Were Horton's options important to think about? Why or why not?

l

Was it a good idea to tftink about the consequencesof Horton's options the way we did?Why?

If Horton had to make another decision, what would you feu him to think about? Draw a
picture that c a n help Horton make better decisions. Accept any diagram that emphasizes
-optionsand consequencs.

l
y of Peter Rabbit, Petermakes lots of decisions. Use yourpIan for decision making

Use your plan for decision making to figure out whai you can do next weekend.

h the sto
to decide what Petex should do when he gets to W .McGregor's garden.

Relnfo-t
bter
Later on m the school year, introduce tltis additional transfer activity by saying the following:

In science we're studying what animals need in order to stay alive. Pick an animal. Use your
plan formaking decisions to choose somethingyou can do to help one of these animals to Live
and grow.

l

SAMPLE STUDENT RESPONSES

\

HORTON AND THE HUNTERS

Run away with the egg.

Ignore the hunters.

Horton may escape.

Horton will feel bad because he

Horton won't be afraid anymore.
Horton won't have to get cold
anymore sitting on the egg.

Because it's very important to keep the egg alive and Horton made a

DE~SION
MAKJH~

INN~~NG
THWKING INTO I N ~ U ~ O H - - E L E W ~ E H T A R Y
SAMPLE STUDENT RESPONSES

-
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HORTON AND THE HUNTERS

CHOOSJNG
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OPTIONS
What can Horton do?

R u n awav without the egg.

Fiaht the hunters.

Rzln awav
- . with the W.

Give the hunters something nice
in exchange for not hurting him.
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Make himself look B e a tree.

Stav and faces the hunters.

Talk to the hunters. Telf them what
he's doing and ask them to m away. Hide from the hunters.

..

.

RESULTS
What will happen?

PRO

?he hunters might not snoot
because Horton is brave.

-.

- .

.-

CON
.

.

The hunters might shoot Horton.
The hunters might capture Horton

Horton keeps his word to Mavzie. and take hirn away from the eng.

The h a t e r s mi&t miss.

The hunters might steal the egg
and s e U it.

.. -

.

-

. -.. '.. .
h

CHOICE
Is this a good thing to do?

on.
my?

Betause Horton made a promise to Mayzie to take care of the egg and

L that's

important.

.

.

-

. - ..
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MR. ARABLE AND THE R U N T PIG
tnguage Arts

Grade 3
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LESSON
lNTRODUCTION TO -)(TENT

AND THfNKlNG SKiLUPROCESS

Think about a time when you had to make a decision and you weren't sure what to do. Tell
your partner what you were thinking about doing, Give students enough time for both
students in each pair to relate their decisions. If necessary, prompt the class to switch roles in
order to give each p-er
a chance to relate his or her decision:
Let's hear some of the examples you just discussed, Ask for three or four examples horn the
dass. Write each decision at the top of a column under the word "Decisions."

When thinking about what to do, your thinking is called "decision making." The different
choices you were thinking about are called 'options." Write ''Decision Making" and "Op
tions" on the board. Under the word "~ptions,"
list the alternatives that students mmtion.

Now tell your neighbor what you deaded to do and how you figured it out. What did you
think about to pick the best thing to do?
When people are trying to decide what to do,they sometimes think about what will happen
- a result of theirdecision.meseresdtsare called the "consequences"of theiroptions.What
were some ofthe consequencesyou were thinkiTlg about? Write the word "consequences"on
the board,and List some of the consequences students mention.

In making decisions, you should have a g o 4 reason for expeding particular consequences.
Write t h e word "reason" on the board.
TeU yourneighbor yourreasons for thinking that your decision would have the consequences
you mentioned. Ask the students to mention some reasons, and list these on the board under
reoscm.~*
If

After you think about which of the consequences are important, you are ready to make the
50
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best choice. Hem's a thinking map putting
d1 of these ideas together. It tells us what
we should think about when we are hying
to make a decision Show a
thinking map at the right

copy of the

We've been thinking about our own decisions. Now, think about dedsions that
were made by characters in stories you've
read. Desaibe some of those decisions.
Get three or four examples from the &ss.
b

As we read stories, w e can *mdershndL e charactersbetter by thinkingaboui why they made
their decisions. We're going to read part of a story. &S we do, we're going to &
' L+ about a
decision that one of the characters is trying to make and what &at decision tells us ?.boutthe
kind of person t h a t character is.

I'm going to read the first few pages of the book Chrzrlofte's Webby E. B. White. Listen for the
decisions that the characters make in this passage.
"Where is Papa going with that ax?" said Fem to h& mother as they were setting the table for
breakfast
"Out to'the hoghouse,"repLied Mrs. Arable. "Some pigs were born last night."

(

I

'I don't see why he needs an ax," continued Fern, who was only eight.
"Well," said her mother, "one of the pigs is a m t . It's very small and weak, aitd it wiU never
amount to anythmg. So your father has decided to do away with it."
"Do away with it?" shrieked Fern. "You mean kill it? Just becailse i f s smaller than the

1

others?"
Mrs. Arable put a pitcher of cream on the table. '130nftyeU, Fern!" she said. 'Your father is
right. The pig would probably die anyway."
Fern pushed a chair out of the way and ran outdmrs. Thegrass was wet and the earth smelled
ofspringhme. Fern's sneakers were sopping by the time she caught up with her father.
"Please don't kiU it," she sobbed. "It's unfair."

I

Mr.Arable stopped walking.
"Fern," he said gently, "you will have to learn to control yourself."
"Control my&''
yelled Fern. 'Thk is a matter of life and death, and you taIk about
controlling myself." Tears ran down her cheeks and she took hold of the ax and tried to pulI
it out of her fatheis hand.
"Fern," said Mr.Arable,"I h o w more about raising a litter ofpigs than you do.A weakling
makes trouble. Now rtm along!"
"But it's unfair," cried Fern. T h e pig couldn't help being born small, could it? If I had been
very small at birth, would you have m e d me?''
Mr. Arable smiled. "Certainly not," hesaid, Zookingdown at his daughter with love. "But this
is different. A Little girl is one thing, a runty pig is another.""I see no difference," replied Fern, s t d hanging onto the ax. "This is the most terrible case of
injustice I have ever heard of."

.

I
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What decisions do the characters make in this passage? POSSBLE ANSWERS: Mr. Arable's
decision to kill the runt pig, Fem's decision fo try iogef herfathm fo spare the pig, Fern's decision tograb
the U, Mr.Amble's decision to r m n with Fern, F m ' s decision to try to convince her father, Mrs.
Arable's decision fo fell Fern what hPrfnther plans.

Let's think about Mr. A.rab1eJsdecision to kiIl the runt pig. Suppose you were Mr. Arable and
h a t what Fern says makes you think again about what to do about the runt pig. Let's look at
the decision-makingmap and ask the first question: What mmak a decision necessary?Why
do you think Mr. Arable feels he has to make a decision here? FOSSXBLE ANSWERS: A Iiffero j
pigs wzs born last night. O n e of the pigs was a nmt. Mr.Arable remembers hmuch trouble raising n
rur,; has ca:!sed in the past. It may costa lot of money to ~ a r e f wthe mnt pig.Fern has raisedquestions
a h u f whefntr kiliiny the pig is the k
f fhing io do.

Now let's look at the 1:ex-t question: What
are Mr. ArabIe's aptions?What else could
he do? W e will use a ,pycial diagram that
can help us think more carefully about
decision making. It has a box for "Options." Work together in p u p s of three or
four and try to come up with as many option. as you can. Try to think of different
kinds of options, including some anusud
ones; and write them on the d i a g m . POS
ANSWERS: Take cnre of the pig himseIfi
give the pig muay, s d t
k plg, Ief Fern fake care
of the pig, lie to F m and kiII i f anymy, do
nothing (l& the pig fendfir itsty,zdu&efbr
someone who cnn take care offhe pig, &ifa pef,
kill if anyway, abandon the pig in the woods.

TeU us one option from your group's list.
As each group of students responds, write
these on the board or on a transparency of
the diagram under the word "Options."?hen
askfor volunteers to add optionsthat haven't
been mentioned. As you list responses, ask
for elaboration of some by the students who
offer them.

v

.

1
,

A

,,

Let's follow the decision-makingmap and think about theconsequencesof one of the options:
giving the pig ta Fern to raise. We should think about the consequences of our~ptionsso that
we can decide which option is best, What might be the consequences of giving the pig to Fern
to raise? Write "Give the pig to Fern to raise" under "Option Considered." Then list
consequences 'that might result if Mr. Arable did t h a t Make sure you think about consequences for others as well as for hk. Arable and about both long-term and immediate
consequences. Ask the students for suggestionsabout the consequences,and fill in the graphic
organizer as they give them. POSSBEANSWERS. Fern wilI be relimed. me pig will die anyhow. F m
will learn how hard it is to keep an animal alive. Fern will be able to k
k
e
e
p the pig alive. F m will feel 1hat
herfather values her ideas. F m will learnfarm responsibility. Raising the pig will fake F e m awayfrom
other chores on fhefarm, and pig a r e could become time consilmingarrd expensivefur thefamily. The pig
~
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may live andgrow normally. F a n will leant about death. F m will understand the wisdom behind her
father's decisions. The pnren ts may disagree over tkdecision. Pig care m y come back to the parents. Mr.
Arable mayfeel p 3 i y about giving F m the responsibility ifthe pig dies. The pig may heed other small

pigs.
Remember how important it is to make sure
that you have reasons for thinking the consequences willreally happen. Let's think about
the first consequence-that Fern will be relieved. What do we know about Fern from
the story that is a reason for tfiinking she will
be relieved if heffather gives her the pig to
raise? W e l l write that in the "Support" column on the diagram. Since w e have a reason
that supports it, w e 1 put a check mark next
to the consequence, If you can't find a reason
or if there is a reason against thinking the
consequence will happen, w e l l a s s out the
consequence. Write what the students suggest on the graphic organizer. As you fiu in
student responses, your organizer &odd re-

semble the one at the right.

h----

* Now work in your p u p s to come up with
the consequences for another option. Assign
one group to finish discussing this option and
complete the diagram. Let each of the oher
groups pick another option. Write down what
you think the consequences might be for
your option. Then see if you can find reasons for thinking the consequences will reaIIy
happen. You can use informationfrom the story or what you know about animals, farms, and
people Cross out any consequences for which you can't find support. After five minutes, t s k
the groups to report by t h g what the option is and whether the reasons show that the

consequences are likely.

In your groups again, think about whether each likely consequence counts in favor of or
against the option you have chosen. Put a plus next to the consequence if it counts in favor of
the option; use a minus if it counts against the consequence;if the consequenceis important,
circle it, and explain why it is important in the last column cm the diagram.

Now pick what you think is the best thing for Mr. Arable to do. Explain why. Ask each group
to report. After the discussion, ask the dass to vote on the best thing to do.

We've done some decision making by thinking m f u l I y about what Mr.AabIe should do.
Let's read the rest of this chapter of CharloffefsWeb to see what Mr.Arable decides to do.
When you find out, think about what Mr.Arable's decision tens us about the kind ofperson
he is. Write down two words or phases that describe Mr.Arable. Read the rest of the chapter
aloud. Ask a number of students to report on their descriptions and why they chose these.
POSSIBLE '~GWERS: Fair, thoughtful, listens f o Fern, kind, open-minded.

How did you Ulink about what Mr.Arable should do? What did you think about first,
second, and so on? POSSTBLEMWERS: Oplionsf;fif,t11e11
cutmqrrcnny, l l r t ~ cr ~ ~ i l l r ~ t t . ( ' ~h.';r
Is*t~t
l&iy tk ~ O ~ U P ~WC, Sand h n u4ut theh t tl~iry10 do G.

l
l

way to descdhe htrw puu
h k at the thinking map of decision making. Is that a
thought about what Mr. A a b l e should do? ANSWERS VARY, BUT SIWDENlS GENER4ILY
AGREE THAT rr IS.

Is this a good way to make a decisionwhen you're not s u r e what to do? Is it good to do this
even whert you f=2! prei?yconfident about your choice? Is it better than the way you think
about yo- decisions now? Why? ANSWERS VARY.

i

Canyou write down apIan for youzdechions to heIp you rememberwhat you shouId think

about? Draw your own W i n g map and use some words at you learned in this lesson.
APPLYlNG THINKING

I

Immediate Transfer

Later in the chapter, we found out that Fern's younger brokher saw fhe m t pig at breakfast
the next morning and asked for a pig to raise, too. Use your plan for decision making and
decide what is the best thing for Mr. Arable to do.

I

Think about the decision you discussed with your partner before we talked about Mr.
Arable. ThinIr through that decision using your decision-making plan. Wouid your .
decision now be the same as the one you made earlier? Why or w5y not?

l

Rsinforcememt Later
Later on in the school year, i n e d u c e additional transfer actiirities.

h social studies, we've been studying about the Pilgrims' deasion to leave Europe and
come to the New World. Use your pIan for decision making to think through whether or
not they should leave H o h d .

W e will be studying about poLIution in science. Litter in the school is one type of pollution.
Use your plan for deasion making to think about how to keep the school free from Utter.
Think about a decision that you have to make sometime soon, Use your plan fur decision
making to think it through the same way. H o w can you remind yourseif to think about
decisions in this way when you have'to make them? SUGGESTlON: Wrife n note to yourself.

Sample Student Responses Mr. Arable end the Runt Pig
.

.

.
. --..
..

+

SKILLFUC D E C ~ I O NMAKlNG

-.

.

-

...

f-

i'

.

..

OPTIONS
What can Mr. Arable do?
Raise the pig himsetf.
Donate the pig to someone outside ?he
Give the pig away.
famify to raise (farmer, 4-H, FFA).
Sell the pig.
Make it into a pet
Give the pig to Fern to raise.
Do nothing; let the pig stay in the litter.
Feed itstemids. ,
Explain the effects on tfie pig, the litter,
Donate the pig to a science class.
and the family to Fern, and then kill it
find someone to take the pig.
Turn the problem over to Mrs. Arable.
Give Fern all the facts and let her make
Abandon the pig in the woods.
the decision.
Kill it after Fern has gone to school, and
Go ahead and kill h
tell her it ran away.
Trade it with someone for something
Pospone making a decision.

..

1

:
.

/

.

' Y

.

,

CONSEQUENCES

What will happen H Mr.
, Arable takes this option?
j Fern will feel ne8eved.
4

me doser to him.
I

4

Arter awhile, Fern win stop
caring for if.

SUPPORT
Why do you thlnk the
consequence will occur?

How lmpor&nt Is the
consequence? Why3

Fern atred abwt the pig and was
u p e t that R muld h W d .

hnporhrrt Feelings are important

She was the mly mwho spdte on
behalf of the pig to Mr. Arable; he
took her feeilngs sehusly.

V r y Important. The rei~tiorrship
between a father and daughter b
long term. h ts mwt important.

RaMng runt pigs requlmstime and
care. fern h young and seems

Important She may feel guilty,
but may 81% learn trwn thls.

but are short term reaufts.

.

impulsivebut~resaboutthepig.

fne attached to l.
m

-4

fhepigwill618myhow.

Fern is young, cares a h for the pig, Very hpomnt L o w ts the
andfeels s&mg e m o h .
mImportant rehhodup.
It's hard to raise a mnt pig. However, Jmpohrnt The pig is a IMng
Atsn't iN,andFernuvfllgivePspecial btngandEfets,hqmrtant+butit
attentkn.
w l d not have died of neglect.

F m b heUtgent, obwrvant. and

small.

V.ry Irnport.nt tt b valuable to

hrtetestedinthepig.butmdlbaby

~ t h e # a l ~ e s o f f r v m U f e a n d .. .'

ant&

need mucfi care.

respect fot twr fathets opinions.

m

Not Very Important.

Smalter
pigs wally make
d l adults.

man p&

kiss mmy. but sire can be
OYBrmm8.

Fern win negk! other cfioras
on tha farm.

'. r

Fern's age. d
~ work.
~ and 4
-p
danr have much time for
the pig. However, she is concerned

Imprt.nt. Fern's help on a famib
farm ts imporlant m m
necassary.

DECISION
M-

INFUS~NG THINKING
INTO ~N~RUC~O-ELEMENTARY

Sample Student Responses * Mr. Arable and the Runt Pig

Abandon the pig in the woods.

tell her it ran away.
Postpone making a decision.

Go ahead and kill it.

-

Mr. Amb+eWill feel g ~ i t t y .

fern and seems sensitiwe.

uncMnfortable abolR R

attached to the pig.
cmtly m a smait farm. It may
save the family from having to
make a r r f i c e s later.
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ALTERNATIVE ENERGY SOURCES
Science

Grades 5-6

LESSON

~

1NTRODUCTtON TO CONTENT AND 7HINKlNG SKlLVPROCESS

Usually when w e are tryiog to figure out what to do, we try to choose the best thing among
a number of alternatives. If your parents are planning a vacation, they may compare and
contrast a number ofoptions, such as going on a trip, going to a resort, visiting relatives, and
stayimg home. When they think about vacation possibilities, they take accaunt of relevant
fastors like cost, travel time, et^ Of coarse they want to make sure they are getting accurate
information about these factors so &at they can make a good choice, How might they get
accurate information about the cost of the trip?

I

As yourparentsthink aboutthe consequences,
they usuaUy weigh their importance. Far example, going to a quiet restful spot may be
more imporbutt than the cost of taking a trip. c
They note which consequencescount infavor ;i
of (pro) or against (con1 their options-U
then pick the vacation that seems to be the
best one based on this process, their deasbn
for -i
is well thougfit outThe
decision making (at right) provides ir fist of i
things a personshould thinkabout inmaking
a decision.

SKILFUL DECISION MAKING
l.What makes a decision necessary?

2. What are my optians?
3, What

is theremut the
consequences of each option?

4- HOWimportant are the consequences?

5- Which option is bea in light of the cansequemes?

d

Good decision m f i g is especially&o&t
when it comes to decisions our clruntry has to
make about issues that affect all of us, One such decision involves the energy source our
country should rely on.This decisionshould be basedonsrientificfacts. Let's think about this

INFUSING
THINKING
INTO IUSTRUC~O+ELEMEKTARY

DEC~SIOU
M~mm:

issue according to our plan for making good decisions. Ask the students to review what they
have studied about energy, in general, and about alternative sources of energy, in particular.

I1

THINKING ACTIVELY

Why are people today concerned about energy? Can you remember a time when you heard
someone discussing this question? What made them concerned about it? POSSIBLE ANSWERS:
Weusenlot ofenergy. We rely on oitfor our main energy rteeds,and fhesupplyof ail may run ouf sometime
within the nextjfty years. We depend on oilfrOm other counh'es, and some of those countries have closed
oflour oil supply in the past. We'll be needing more e n q y in thefuture.Pollufwnaffects our hmlth and
the muironment, OiI can be use in m m :aaluaLk 7uayj. The price ofoil confr'nuesfa go up.
>

What are some of our options regarding energy sources?Which should be our major source?
W e now rely on oil. Maybe oil should stiU be our dom=Jlant source. However, let's W about
other possibilities and try to decide which is best. Wo:k togr.theringroups of four and list as
many energy sources as passible. Try to include some that are unusual. Think about how
energy is produced from each s o w e , Ask the groups to report at random but to mention only
one energy source from their lists. Then ask for sources that haven't been mentioned, creating
a list from as many students as possible. Write the energy sources on the chalkboard or on a
transparency under * e heading "Options," When uncommon sources are mentioned, ask if
anyone knows how energy is produced from those sources. This taps studentsrprior howledge
and contributes to the collaborative nature of the activity. POSSIBLE AN!WEE Nuclear p m e t ,
wind, urafer powerfrom dnms, solm power, burning garbage, etftanolfrom grain, the tides, )reat j h n the
eurth { g w t h m l ) , mgnefism, lightning, animal power, h u m n power, wood, oil, coal, methane gm,
nahrnl gas, sfeain, gmvity, and chemical reacfions(baiferis).
When you are trying to make a complicated decision like this one, it's a good idea to think
about what information you might need in order to decide. What would you wank to know
about the consequences of relying on each of these energy sources? Make a list ofthe things
you need to know about a type of energy in order to decide whether it is a good source for our
country to rely upon. Your list might include, for example, how easy it is to produce the
energy. What else would you add? The students should work in groups again and then report.
Write student responseson the c h a b a r d or a transparency with the heading. "Factors to Take
into Account." POSS~LEANSWERS: Costs (ptoducfion,trumportation, storage, dishibution,finding
the source. and research), availability, safety for workers in producing the energy, environmental
poIlu tion,hour long it will h i , cost to conpert fo R nmenergysource,pblicaccqtanr~,costof theenprgy,
technology nmded toproduceand hmmif theenmgy,whether fhe source is r m u b l e , jobs losforcreated,
ease of use, consumer cmfbrt, ease of production, public acceptubifily.

Each group should now pick two sources from its list of options. Gather information about
the consequences of relying on these different forms of energy with regard to the factors you
have listed. You11 use diagram called a "data matrix; which is a chart having cofumns and
rows. Write the energy forms do- the side under "options,"and write the factors to consider
across t h e top, Get the appropriate infornation fromyour textbooks or other sources to fill in
the boxes. If you don't have informatioi, if you have only partid information, or if you're not
sure about its reliability, put a question mark in the cell. Write your unanswered questions
on the lines below the diagram. (See the sample matrix p. 62.)
M o w sufficient time for your students to complete this activity. If they only use heir textbooks,
they can finish it within the class period. To indude outside research (e.g.,using resources in the
school library) extend this lesson over additional class sessions.

I

I
I

I

+

What does this infornationabout the consequencesofusing these energy sourresshowabout
the options?Put a plus next to the factors that you think count in favor ofchoosing the energy
source and a minus next to those that count against choosing it. Put a circle around the factors
you think are more important than the others. For each entzy, explain why you put a plus, a
minus, or a circle. ANSWERS WILL VARY. Ask each group to report its findings to the rest of the
ciass and explain why they rated the consequences as they did. Make a "dass matrix" on the
chalkboard or on a large piece of poster board Fill in the matrix based on the reports of each
group. Encourage students to add information from the group matrix to their individual ones.
More than one copy of the matrix can be used if students need more space-

* Work together in your p u p s and decide what you would pick as the best source of energy
for this country to rely upon, given the information on the &art. Discuss why it is the best
energy source. Ask students to attend to the following questions as they make their decisions:
What important ananswered questions do you have?
h the light of theseunanswered questions,how certainareyou about you1de&hdWhy?
Ask each p u p to prepare an oral or written recommendationexplaining the reasms for their
choices. To make this lesson an ongoing research project, students should continue to gather
information to answer their unanswered questions and periodically report their findings. Ask
studentsto tkinka b u thow they might get answers to their questions and thento developa plan
for gathering this information. Sources may include libraries, governmental agencies that deal
with energy, TV documentaries, etc. Wen they get additional information, students may add
it to their diagrams and report it to the class. Facourage them to reconsider their recommendations in thelight ofnew information. A diagrammay alsobe kept on a bulletinboard forstudents
to fiU in.
TWINKING ABOUT THIN KING

How.diJ you go aboat thinking through your decision?Describle what. you did first, next, etc.
Draw a diagram that represents a flow chart of your thinking. Ask students to display their

I

II

I

diagrams. Student desa-iptiom will vary, but their flow charts should contain the five key
questions on the thinking map for decision making.
-

Were there any aspects ofthis activity that you found particularly hard? Why?flow might you
do this more easily next time? ANSWERS M?LL VARY.

What do you think about this way of rnakinga decision? Is this a good way to do it? What are
some of its pros and cons? Discuss this strategy with the class and ask students whether the pros
outweigh the cons or whether there is some better way to make a decision. POSSmLE ANSWERS:
Pms:Helps us thinkabout wider e n q y options,reduces mnav thinking, presents an organized way
to think about a cmnplexsubjecf,improves conj2enc~ir, :.koics, mcourages ncfiue inuolvemmfin the
topic,makes us awareof tfieimportuntinfirmation in defminifigdesirability of relying on fhesource,
makes it possible to record relmanf infonnatiLm in an o r g u n d way so f k t weum'fforget if and can
compare difpfent options easily.
k Takes longer' requires t
h
f we write on the diagram the i n f m ; i r l n w c j n d , depends on the
reliabilify of the information we are using.
Most studena favor this approach for important decisions, though many say that it is too much
troubIe for decisions that are not too important. They still favor a shorter version of this strategy
for even these c h o i c e ~ n that
e involves taking k e to think about options and consequences
. .~prior to the decision.

What plan for careful decision making works best for you? Allow students to map out their
own plan fur skillful decision &g.
Lf they omit one of the five attention points, suggest that
they indude something comparable. Students may indude any points that they think will help
them avoid difficulties they may have encountered with the energy activity.
How does this compare to the way you ordinarily make decisions?What's a good way to make
sure that you follow t h i s new pIan instead? Students sometimes suggest writing down heir
plan in their notebooks or thinking portfolios or posting it on the wall of their classroom.
APPtYlNG YOUR TH1NKtNC

Immediate Transfer
Select a decision that you are trying to m a k e right now or that you will have to make soon
Think it through, following the plan for decision making you just developed, List any
unanswered questions that you may have so that you can continue to think about your
dgcision making and research it after you leave class. After you reach a decision, indicate how
confident you feel about it, based on the questions you've been able to answer through your
research.

-

l

-

Imagine that your parents are considering whetherthey should use alternativeenergy sources
in their apartment or home. Help them decide by using your decision-making strategy.
Reinforcement Later

b t e r in the schooI year, introduce reinforcing activities.
As we study the atmosphere of the earth, we will

different

h d out that it is polluted with many
and chemicds. Decide what to do about same types of this pollution.

As we study endangered species, select one endangered animaI and recommend what to do
to prevent its extinction.

I

l
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INTO !H~UC~ON-ELEMEKTARY

We will be studying the way many immigrants came to this country from Europe in the early
years of thiscentury. Supposeyou were asenator Eving at the time. What immigration policy
would you support incongress. Why? Use your decision-making strategy to decide what you
think Is the best thing to do. Would you support thesame poIiqwi* regard to the Asians and
Latin Americans who wish to h i g r a t e to this country now? -lain
why or why not

SAMPLE STUDENT RESPONSES
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ALTERNATIVE ENERGY

RESEARCH OPTION

z

I

DE~IS~~~-MAKiNG'M~~~RJX

2EX
R
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RELEVANT CONSEQUENCES
OPTlONS

*

SOLAR

NUCLEAR

E

EASE OF
PRODUCTION

ENVIRONMENT

COST

Easy, If location, letilude,
and weather conditions are
lavorable. Litlle
mainlenance. Umlted
serwice for repairs.

No undesirable alr or
water p o l l ~ t l ~Unslghlly
h.
equipment or clrcular
lields of mirrors. Lass of

Start-up b cosily (could be
reduced by mass
manulaclure). Low
malnlenance and repalr.
Operation costs are
mlnlmal.

Llrniled by location,
falilude, and weelher.
Seasonal In some areas.
Distribution of resulling
elecirlclty limited.
Renewable.

Complox, regulrlng
sophlsticaled Instrumenls,
spaclallzed technlclans, and
unusual safety measures.
Waste dlsposal is rlsky and
requires long-term
saloguards.

Radiation danger.
Minlng eroslon, loxlc
tailings lo secure uranlum
Slorage 01 wasle may
result in radloactlve
conlamlnation. No
atmospheric pollutionwhen
operaling normally.

Plotectlve measures In
aperatlon and start-up
cysts are high, Llcenslng,
certlfylng, end Inspecling
plants are ewpenslve.
Lower costs to consumers
In some reglons.

Uranlum Is scarce.
Breeder reactors ere
controversial and limited In
.
number.

Complex, but commonly

0
1
1spitls may resuft.
The oll supply may be
depleted. Hydrocarbons
pollute,lhe air, damage ihe
ozone layer, and creato
acid rain. Processing
pollutes alr.

ExpioratIon, research,
dlstrlbutlon and clean-up
cosls are high. Imporling Is
costly and depends on
International prlclng. It has
value for uses other than
energy.

Lirnlled regional supplies.
Non-renewable.

AVAILABILTTY

X

Irees.

pracllced.

PETROCHEMICAL

Strip- and shflft-mlnlngscar
Ihe land. Use creates a grey
Iilm on sutfaces. Partlculate
emlsslons pollule the air,
Acld rain pollutes alr and
wafer.

COAL
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Ulcdnlshlng supply.
Soft coal undennllired,

Research and development
of soft coal use is costly.
Labor, transporlatlon, find
convorsfonare costlr,,
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Complex, but commonly
practiced.
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SAMPLE STUDENT RESPONSES

RESEARCH OPTION

ALTERNATIVE ENERGY
\

/

DECISION-MAKING MATRIX
I
RELEVANT CONSEQUENCES

OPTlONS
EASE OF PRODUCTlON

TIDAL
POWER

WIND
POWER

COST

AVAlUBIUfY

Easy, If location and
weather condr llons
are lavoteble.
Twhnalogy not woll
developed.

No undesirable air or
water pollulion. Unslghtty.
Plan1 and nnimal hle
offectorl. Rhrors sltorad,

Start-up 1s coslly.
Opemllon costs are
mlnlmol. Tochnololly Is
not well developed;
research may lnrllslly be
costly.

Urniied by locatlon.
Dlslnbutlon of r8sutt)ng
eloctklty limlted.

Easy, If localiotr and

No undoslrablo air or
wator pollullon.
Unsighlly.
Noisy oqwprnenl or lields
ol windtnrlls

Start-upcan bs costly

Urnlled by geqyaphlcal

(could be reduced by
mass manufacture). l o w
rnainlenance and repalr
costs. Conversion cosls
lor home or induslrlal use
may be conddoreblo.

locatlon end weelhor.
DLdrlbuBonof e!ectrlcIty
Ilmiled. Large number of unlls
roqlrlred for relallvely Illtla
power.

Roducolrocyclo
landlrtls.
Alr emisslons wit h
curronl technology
undositablo

Start-up Is costly uslng
ctrrrenl technology.

Raw material Is available

weather conditlons are
lavamble. Use In large
numbers may reduce
off K I B ~ C Ydue to
Inlr~rlerenceof olr
br~twmnunits.

Easy to make anylvhero.

BURNING
GARBAGE

ENVIRONMENT

everywhere Rere are
people to uso the power.

INFUSING
THINKING IKTO INSTRUCTION--SECONDARY

THE CANALS O F MARS
G e n e r a l Science

Grades 6-11

tNTRODUCI!ON 10 CONTENT AND THINKING SKILUPROCESS
Have you ever heard an account of an event that you accepted as accurate, but later found out
that it wasn't? Jot down some of the details of that situation. Now tell your partner about it.
What went wrong with the zccount that m a d e 3 incorrect? Get three or four reports frorx
students and w r i t e on th'e chalkboatd their diagnoses of what went -wrong with the reports.
POSSIBLE ANSWERS: I f was based on rurnors. If was a deliberafe distortion for some ~ l f ~motive.
o r It
was aduerfising to sellsomething.It ulas in a sensationalisfic nmspaper. The person who gave the account
got information that was inaccuratefrom someone else and didn't know it. The person made a mistake in
what he thotlghf he saw because he was distracted.

Since we rely so much on ififormation from others, it is important to make sure that we.get
accurate information, W e make decisions about purchases based on informationwe get from
others. We find out how to do things, as in sports, based on information we get from others.
Think about all the differentsources of informationyou use-Jotdown afew of them POSSIBLE
ANSWERS: Nauspapers,~TV
news,f&tbooks, teachers, salespeople,fiiends, dictionaries, telephone book,
TV documentaries.

In this lesson we will find out how to determine beforehand whether information we're
getting is coming from a reliable source. We will examine a special kind of informationinfonnation h a t we and others get from observation.
Science is one field in which we rely on observation to g v e us basic information. Whenever
we conduct an experiment, we record our observations. Even complicated scientific theories

are based on observation. What you read in your textbook about the planets is based on
observations that people have made. We're going to look at some observations made by a
scientist who drew some pretty startling conclusions. We're going to think about how to
decide >vhet5er the observations a.te ~ccurate.

I

!NNSING

l

THINKING
INTO INSTRUCTION--SECONDARY

I
who was interested in the

THlNKlNG ACTIVELY

Read the following illustrated description written by someone
planets and w h o decided to observe them to find out what they were like. This is his
description of what he saw when he looked at the planet Mars.
15July-I was amazed to see dark areas of blue-green t h i exactly
t y p z f i the disfanflook ofour ownforests. Only afau months ago
this area was pale yellow in color, suggesting fhe smsonal
changing color ojleuves. A projection stood outfrom the planet's
suface, buf it was clearly not a mountuin peak, since the projection was n o f f i e d in place, but suggesfed a cloudformation. The
most startling obsmafion of all was that ofmiles and miles of
parallel lines, so geomehically regular that I am at a loss to show
their ruled eflect in my drawing. I'm cprfairr that these bizarre
para1Ielfeatures are canals, laid down with as much precision as
railway mefals on Earth. Only intelligent life could have corr-

sfructed such canals!
'What reaction do you have to this? POSSIBLE ANSWERS: I didn't know there was life on Mars. I
wonde-rw h l the canals do. This must be sciencefiction.

-

Let's think about this. Sometimes, great discovQUESTIONS ABOtrrTHE REUABlUrY
eries sound fantastic. O n the other hand, someOFA SOURCE OF INFORMATlON
- 0 F O U ~
times reports like this are wrong. How c m we
I
tell? I f s clear that what this person is t e l h g us
- ; - '
:
I
]
;
about life on Mars is not something he observed
I
1
;
;
directly. Rather, he is saying this because of his
'I
~
\
t
I
I
I
I
observation of canals on Mars, something he
1
;
;
;
thinks only intelligent beings could construct.
(
I
:
I
'Solet's think about this observation.How can w e
I;
l(
L;
;
;
I
1
tell if it is accurate? Work together in groups of
I
I
I
/
three or four to make a fist of questions you ----------------_-- 1I
/
I
;
would Like to have answered to heIp you decide ------------------- II
I
l
Il
I'
I
;
!
whether this report is accurate and reliable. List -------------,--t
I
)
I
t
questions you would ask about the source and
;II
I
1 I1{
t
1
circlrmstances, as well as questions about the
--------I
report. Use the diagram for questions about the ------------------- I
I
~
I
l
I
reliability of sources for your list of questions. -----------------,
fI1
:
I
I;
l;
;tlI
Write them on the dotted lines on'the I e k When
I
I
1
1
the students have worked for about five minutes,
\
-I
I
i
j
ask them to report. Ask each group tomention one
I
1
:
1
1
t
i
I
question, so that all the groups respond. List the ,
questions on a large "class" diagram that you
construct on the board or on a transparency. Then ask if students have any other questions that
,'
haven't been mentioned. Add those to the diagram.
-------F-----------

-------&----I-----_

-___-l-__l-l-__-__

--------A----------

F------------------

--------A-

-

W e could try to answer these questionsone by one, but perhaps there is a more organized way
to do this. If we group questions, we can make a checklist of types of things we want to find
out about the source. This will help us decide whether or not he or she is a reliable and accurate
.
From The Searchfor L+ on Mars: Evolution ojan Idea, by Henry S. F. Cooper, Jr. (Holt, Rineharr and Winston, 1976)

obsemer. Group these questions together into a few
1. Which of the following features of the

them on the class diagram. POSSIBLE ANSMiERS: The abserver, how the obsenmtion us conducted (includingthe eqziipmenf and its condition), the report itseIf,corroboration.

Let's by to organize these types of questions and construct a thinking map that we can use to determine the
accuracy of an observation. We can use the map as a
checklist for making these kinds of judgments. Add
relevant subcategories under each major heading. The
fist that students develop may resemble the'thinking map
shown a t the right.

Now let's go back to the report on the canals of Mars and
try €0 answer Some of these questions. Here's the title
page of a book that the observer w o t e about the canaIs
of Mars and some additional biographical data about
the observer. (Make available copies of pages 3 6 H 7 ) .
What information does this material provide that answers questions on y o u list? Record your results on t h i s
graphic organizer, "Determining the Reliability of
Sources." Ask students to read some of the recorded
answers to their questions. POSSIBLE ANSWERS: The obsewer had the backgrou;zd und training tc be u good astronomical observer. He was well qualijed (professor at M. L
T.).Hc zuon many prizes, hence probably had a good
reptution as an astronomer. He wrote Mars and Ifs
Canals in 7906 - before scientists had fhe sophisiimfed technology that we do nowfor observingplanets.
He used a hrge telescopefor his time. He made many
observations. He m t e this passage in hisjoumaI while
he made the obsemation. He believed lhar canals were
there before he looked through his telescope, perhaps
creating a predisposition Lo believe this. There is no
evidence of drinking or psychological disorder.
-

Observer:

Background?

Qualificat~ons?
Usual reliability?
Free of bias?
State of mind?
Physical ability to observe {eyesight.
etc.)?
Capacity to observe (proximity,
direction, free of distraction)?
Expectations/pointof view?
Vested interest in havtng audience
believe the report?
Conduct of the observation:
Frequency?

Equipment?
Strength or accuracy?

Condition?
HOW operated?
Date and location?
Replicated?
Ohervatian conditions?
Report
How soon after he observation?
Details (drawings, photographs.

wms)?
Languaw and findings expressed
objectivety?
Carrobration:
BY others?
BYme?
2. When you weigh these factors. how reliable
you judge me observation
. . . . ... . .

,>

,.

.

.

.....

.

Try to reach agreement in your groups about
whether or not you believe that this is an accurate and reliable observation. Explain why. In the box on the right side of your graphic
organizer, write whether the observation report is reliable, unreliabIe, or uncertain.
Use your textbooks and other sources for more information about the surfate of the planet
Mars. What would this information show about the.credibi1ity of Loweil's account? Is there
any information that corroborates Perdval Lowell's observations? Is any of this information
more acceptable than Percival Lowell's report? Why? If you want to extend this activity, show
students some of the Mariner photo

graphs of Mars. These are contained in the book MARS, As Viezued by Mariner 9, published by
NASAin 1976and in other sources that are available at most libraries. Discuss with your students
the differences in the technology and its reliability for the following circumstances: when a
person observes Mars through a telescope on Earth, when photographs of Mars are taken
through a telescope on Earth, and when a spacecraft near Mars sends back to Earth computerenhanced pictures.
Prepare a report about what you think the surface of Mars is like. Illustrate this report. ExpZain
why you think this is an accurate description. What unanswered questions do you have about
the surface of the planet? Discuss with students the planet's surface features that might have
made Percival Lowell think he was seeing canals.
THINKING ABOUT THINKING

Let's put aside these questions about Mars now. Think about how you developed your
checklist of things to consider in determining the reliability and accuracy of an observation
report. What did you think about first, and how did you proceed so that you had a good
checklist?Answers should refer to listing the questions, categorizing them, and then transforming the categories into a checklist. Some students may also comment on the collaborative nature
of the activity.

Is that a good way to develop a checklist? Can you think of other situations for which this
strategy would be helpful? Answers may refer to checklists for making purchases. You could
mnke n list ofquestions you would want answered t o help you decide what to buy and a list ofsources to
consulf to answer these quest ions.

~

Is the checklist you developed for judging the reliability and accuracy of an observation
report a helpful one t o use for this purpose? Why?

What advice would you give to another person about how to make sure that his or hex
observation reports are as accurate and reliable as possible? Good advice includes using the
l
checklist to plan how ycu are going to conduct and report on a n observation.
APPLYING YOUR THINKING

l

Immediate Transfer

1

Suppose you were going to visit a nearby pond in order to make observations about the
natural behavior of animals that lived inand around the pond. Plan your observation so that
you will bring back the most accurate observation reports you can. Write out your plan.
Students should use the checklist and apply it to this specificobservation.
S u ~ p o s ae car hit the side of a h c k . Several people saw the accident, Which of the following
witnesses do you believe would give you the most accurate and reliable account? Which the
least? Why?
A man getting into a car on the other side of the street
A policcwornan directing traffic at the next intersection
The driver of the truck that was hit
A three-year-old passenger in the back seat of the car that hit the truck
A mart looking out of his window from a third-storywindow on the other side of the street
5

Reinforcement later

When the class is studying the following topic Iater in the school year, ask the given questions.
We are now studying the effects of diet on health. We're going to look at various reports about
diet and health in advertising, from health clinics, on milk cartons, etc. Apply your checklist
to try to determine which of these is Iikely to be more reliable and accurate than others. What
might you do to verify the information contained in these sources?
We are studying the way of life of the Native Americans. Find four sources of information
about the Native Americans. Use your checklist to decide which of these sources i s likely to
provide the most accurate and reliable information. Explain why. Compare these descriptions
to your textbook and to a movie you've seen about the Old West. Describe two important
things you've found out about the Native Americans in the Old West that you didn't h o w
before and that you think are accurate. List some things that you think are not accurate.
Explain.

Think about a purchase you will be making in the next few months. What sources would give
you the best information for makinz a good decision?Why?

ASSESS1NG.STUDENTTHINKING ABOUT RELIABLE SOURCES
Any of the transfer examples can s&e
an assessment item. The example about the pond k
particuIarly suitedforthis purpose. It canbe us&-as pre-and post-tests to see whether the students
have changed the m$ they make judgments about a n u r aj Ad reliability. Dedde beforehand
how many additional item from the.checklist the student she-dd mention in order to show
improvement.
Here is an example ofpre- and post-test responses that can be used as a paradigm for judging
student improvement. h the pre-test, students were asked to plan an observation of animal
behavix in aid around a nearby pond. Studentresponseswere predominantly like the following:
1would plan to look a t things.
I wodd go there.
In Lhe post-test givena few months after the Canals ofMars lesson, their responses included plans
like the following, none of which were mentioned i
n the pre-test
I would bring binoculars.
I would make sure I could get dose enough to get a good view.
It wodd have to be daylight
1 wodd read up on what I was going to be observing beforehandso I h e w what I was going
to be looking at.
I would bring a pad and pencil and write down what I saw when it was happening.
f would bring someone along who would also take note of these -things.
The post-test responses are more a r t i d a t e than the pre-test responses. In this case, the scoring
criteria for substantial improvementwas that a student's plans mus t include mention of one or two
factors from each of the major cateoories on the thinking map. These responses clearly show
?
improved judgment about determirung the reliabihty of an observation.

Sample Responses The Canals of Mars

QUESTIONS ABOUT THE RELlABlLlTY OF
A SOURCE OF INFORMATION
N P E S OF QUESTIONS

QUESTIONS

,REPORT

OBSERVATION
OBSERVER

I

1

t

I

What is his background?

I

CORROBORAT1ON
m

I
I

1

- - - - - - L - - - - - - - - - _ _ - - - -

What is his ~ i e n t i f i creptation? p
- - - - - h - -

I

- - U - - - - - - - - - -

l

I
t

-----

Did he use the same e p i p n e n t for all sicntlig?What was his state of mind?

--Was he clear-headed? 2
t

I

i

- - - - - - h - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

I

----------------------

Where was he when he made his observation?
Qid-o~era~o-un~ c o ~ ~ o ~ t e rex-rtI
_h&

----- -

In what form or publica~ondid the report appear?

1

1

I
l
I
I
I

Was the report a banslation or his own words?

1
I
f

1

l
l
1

I

1

r

I

I

I

I
1
I
1
I

I
t

I
1
I

I

I

l

---l----l--l--l-l_-l_-

I

What were the weather conditions?

--c----------_-------'

------_---------------

In what vear did he make the observation?

When did ficwrite the report?

--------c-------------

~ d - h ~ h ~ v e , n ~ ml_siAnC
-a

-- - - - -- - - -

--- -Was
he t j p i c a 3 m t w o r t h v ?- - - - - - - - - - ---

1I

1

1
I
1
I

I

I

4
m

1
I

I
I

L

I
I

1

I

Was the e p i r n e n t y p o ---.-----c---p r i a telv maintained?
-&--A

What did he e x w c t to see?

c---------------------

I

.l
I

I

I
Did
he h o w how to use the equipment? I
- l - - - - I - l - d - & d I - m h - C _ _
I

I

Is the lens scratched?

- - - A - - - - + - - - - - - - - - - - - -

4
I

I

How
lone did he observe it?
---A--,-,--,,-,,-,,--4

I

I

I

----------_--_-------- I

Did he believe in iife on Mars prior to the observation?-

Did he make accurate obsematiom of other planets?
---------------c------

Was he drinkis before he made the observations?
--c--

la~a,m@e

-----a----------

I

I
t
I

~ r i f y ~ ~ ~ o ~ @ ~ _ " $ - s ~ -1o ~ d J o g k I

I
I
1
1

l
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THE CANALS OF MARS
Lowell's interest inMars had begun late in the
last century, when he became interested h reports of observations made in 1577by Giovanni
Schiaparelli, an Italian astronomer. Schiaparelli
said he had seen faint lines on Mars, and he
referred to them as cannli. The popular British
and American interpretation of the word canali
was that it meant canals -which are, of course,
man-made -rather than channels,whch need
not be. Nor did Schiaparelli make any attempt to
c l a d y the interpretation; indeed, he once remarked; "I am very careful not to combat this
suggestion, which contains nothing irnpossibleJ'- a use of the double negative still favored by seekers after extraterrestrial Me, particularly Sagan. (It is, of course, a not ungrammatical use of the doublenegative.) Schiaparelli,
whose eyesight was failing, continued to observe Mars on its close approaches to the Earth
until about f 890. (Mars and the Earth pass each
other intheir orbits about every 2 years. At these
times, they are said to be in opposition; exceptionally close approaches occur every 16 years.)
Lowell, who had exceptionally good eyesight
and was proud of it, took up the watch in 1594,
when he set up an 18-inch telescope on a hill,
which came to be caLled Mars W,outside Flagstaff,Arizona; this was the genesis of the Lowell
Observatory,one of the first in this country to be
situated ina remote spot for good visibility, and
today a major astronomical institution.Then,as
now, Mars watching had its difficulties. When
the planet was low in the sky, so that the
telescope's eyepiece was high off the ground,
Lowell had to hang from a ladderlike scaffold

that lined the observatory walk like the stall
bars of a gymnasium. On a drawing board
hooked to a convenient rung, Lowell made
sketches of his observations. In color, Mars was
a briliiant, splotchy orange red, though there
were some darkishblue-green splotches as well.
In 1659 the Dutch astronomer Christiaan
Huygens - the first man to study Mars telescopically -had discovered white splotches at
either pole, whch he deduced to be polar caps.
The markings looked fuzzy and ill-defined, and
they varied from time to time, the way a nearsighted man might view the image in a kaleidoscope; Mars had, in fact, the shiity splotchiness
of a Rorschach inkblot, in which people are
sometimes asked what they think they see.
During the next 20 years, Lowell concluded
that Mars was laced with an elaborate webbing
ofcanals, which,because of their extremelength,
precision, and straightness, could have been
created only by a highly advanced civilization.
Lowell, who was a s literate as Sagan (the poet
Amy was his sister and his brother Abbott Lawrence was president of Harvard), recorded his
observations in three very persuasive books.
"Suggestive of a spider's web seen against the
grass of a spring rnoming,a mesh of h e reticulated Lines overspreads (the planet)," he wrote
in Mars and Its Canals, which was published in
1906. "The chief difference between it and a
spider's web is one of size, supplemented by
greater complexity, but both are joys of geometric beauty. Far the lines are of individually
uniform width, of exceeding tenuity, and of
great length. These are the Martian Canals."

From T i e Senrchfor Life on Mms: Euollrfion ofan Ideil, by Henry S. F. Cooper, 3r. (Halt, Iiinehart and Winston, 1976)
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INFUSION LESSON PLAN
WINKING ABOUT WlNKING
THINKING
2. How dad you ao ~ t ?

APPLYING THINKING
THINKING

a Near ~ s l e r
b. Far *mtster
2. Reinformant b a r

EXTENSION ACTIVITY (optional)

ASSESSING STUDENT THINKING

INFUSION WORKSHOP SERIES
PLANNING FORM

GOALS:

AUDIENCE:

TIME FRAMEISTRUCTURE:

SKILLS COVERED:

MAJOR THEMES:

WCRKSHOP LEADERSICOACHES:

MATERIALS NEEDED:

lNFUSlON WORKSHOP SEGMENT
PLANNING FORM
INTRODUCTI~N:

DEMONSTRATION:

I

i

COMMENTARY:

ADDITIONAL EXAMPLES O f LESSONS ON

THE SAME

SKILUFROCESS:

PARTICIPANTS IDENTIFY 'COKTEXTS IN THEIR OWN TEACHING
FOR SIMILAR LESSONS

